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NEW! IN THE HEART

OF THE FLOWER

At the heart of every flower lies the promise of years
of flowers to come. This impressive purple blossom
holds in its center a mass of cheery flowerlets.
Antiqued-brass and seed-bead chain adjusts 17-21".
Coordinating post earrings.
Handmade in USA by
Colleen Toland.
J10732 Purple Flowerlet
Earrings $35
J21011 Purple Flowerlet
Pendant $55

NEW! ENJOY THE DAY

EXCLUSIVE! Chasing butterflies, picking flowers, quietly watching a
rabbit hop by—the bliss of a summer day with nothing to do but enjoy
it. An abundance of flowers and greenery bring summer delight to this
lace-trimmed dress in breezy crinkled rayon. Back ties adjust fit. Approx.
38" long. Imported. Rayon; hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A50311 Lace-Trimmed Blossoms Dress $49

NEW! SNUGGLE BUNNIES

In spring, a bunny’s fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love. Two
bunnies cuddle on an old-fashioned wooden swing seat, a sweet
tribute to tender romance. 3½" high, 4¾" wide.
D21136 Bunnies on a Swing $22

90
NEW
Items!

"Love is Patient, Love is Kind"
		 Bracelet, p. 8
Endless Love Claddagh
		 Pendant, p. 18

Look inside —
Dozens of Items on SALE!

LEGEND OF THE TOWER

EXCLUSIVE! A stained-glass window was
set high in the tower wall; according to
the enchantment, the sun would shine
through the glass when the Lady’s love
approached. Deeply-colored marquise-cut
Swarovski crystals and detailed brass
filigree give this pendant the air of legend.
Pendant on adjustable 16-18" chain;
coordinating lever-back earrings. Handmade in USA by Anne Koplik. Shown in
Ruby Red; also available in Sapphire Blue
or Emerald Green crystals.
J10632 Enchanted Crystal Earrings $16
J20914 Enchanted Crystal Pendant $48

actual size

EMBRACE THE WORLD

An open heart, ready to embrace
the world. Graceful strands of silver
reach out and clasp each other,
forming the shape of a heart. Sterling
silver; pendant on 20" chain.
J10175 Silver Filigree Heart		
Earrings $35
J20115 Silver Filigree Heart 		
Pendant $45

actual size

Welcome to
gaelsong
As the winter slowly gives way to spring, we warm
ourselves with thoughts of love—romantic love, and also
the companionship of family and friends.
At GaelSong, we celebrate connections and bring you goods
we hope will brighten your time with those you love.

LOVE CONQUERS ALL

Love conquers all: let us, too, yield
to love.
This quote by Roman poet Virgil
is here rendered in Viking runes—
illustrating the timelessness of
the sentiment. Sterling silver with
oxidized finish; pendant on 18"
chain. Rings in whole and half sizes
5-13. By Keith Jack.
J21052 Love Conquers All Runic
Pendant $120
J70088 Love Conquers All Ring,
Narrow $90
J70091 Love Conquers All Ring,
Wide $110

—Colleen Connell, Founder

NEW! TIERS OF JOY

Tiers of lustrous, vivid red
shimmer and sway with
your every step, making
any festivity a dance party.
Luxuriously silky cupro
rayon is a delight to wear
in this attention-getting
dress. Empire waist.
Slips on, no fasteners.
Machine wash. Sizes
S-XXL. Made in USA by
CMC Click.
A50296 Vivid Red
Tiered Dress $165
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actual size

Sapphire Blue

YOU ARE LOVED

Emerald Green

THE ONE BESIDE
YOU

It doesn’t matter where you go
in life…what you do…or how
much you have…
it’s who you have beside you.
—Anniversary Blessing
Wise perspective, for an
anniversary, wedding or any
celebration of togetherness.
Print of an original illumination
by artist Kevin Dillon, in the
style of medieval manuscripts.
Gilded-vine frame has easel
back and hanger, 9" x 11".
Also available with a sleek
black frame, or as a matted
print, unframed (see gaelsong.
com). Made in USA.
D10103 Who You Have Beside You Print, Gilded Frame $49
D10135 Who You Have Beside You Print, Black Frame $49
D10099 Who You Have Beside You Print, Matted $28

actual size

A graceful, branching
tree—what keeps it reaching
ever upward, constantly
renewing? In the heart of this
delicate silver pendant is the
message “you are loved”—a reminder to
keep your spirit looking up. Sterling silver twopart clamshell pendant, enhanced with the glow
of a tiny garnet bead. Approx. ¾" diameter, on 16"
chain. Handmade in USA.
J20275 You Are Loved Clamshell Pendant $75

NEW! LIGHT IT UP

EXCLUSIVE! Like colorful
lanterns lighting a nighttime
celebration, lively floral trim
illuminates this lightweight
duster, black as the night sky.
36" at longest point, center
back. Polyester/rayon/spandex;
hand wash. Sizes S-XL, 1X, 2X,
3X. Made in USA.
A60487 Black Duster with
Floral Ruffle Trim $85

OLD-FASHIONED ROMANCE

Like a remembered bit of song, this necklace sings
of old-fashioned romance. Tiny white flowers bloom
among a lacy latticework of green and pink beads
and brass chain. Necklet adjusts 18-21".
Coordinating dangle earrings. Handmade
in USA by Colleen Toland.

SEEDS OF LOVE

Wherever you go, sow seeds of love. This heavy canvas satchel is in it for
the long haul, proclaiming that you carry with you carefully selected seeds
of love, product of the heart, globally sourced. Bag trimmed with distressed
leather zips closed and has one zip pocket in the flap; strap adjusts 25-45".
13" x 10" x 5".
B40091 Seeds of Love Satchel $70

gaelsong.com

J10685 Earrings $27
J20933 Necklet $75
SAVE $12! Buy both for $90

1.800.205.5790

Shown
1/2 actual size
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WHEEL OF THE YEAR
PERFECT PURPLE

actual size

A perfect drop of color. Faceted
amethyst drops, clad in sterling
silver, shine in sublime simplicity.
Pendant on 18" chain.
J10707 Faceted Amethyst 		
Earrings $50
J21063 Faceted Amethyst
Pendant $55

NEW!

The Celts did not measure the passing of time with a calendar. Their
sense of the year was circular, marked at the quarters and cross-quarters by seasonal festivals. This beautifully detailed plaque by Maxine
Miller depicts the cycles of nature in
plant forms arrayed around spokes
denoting the festivals. Resin
plaque has eight hangers on
the back, so you can turn
it as the year turns. 10½"
diameter. In Wood-Tone,
as shown, or Dark Bronze
(see gaelsong.com).
D23020 Wheel of the Year
Plaque $60

NEW! IN THE

Spring Awakening

EXCLUSIVE! Purple
was once the color of
royalty, for the most
formal occasions.
Now, drape yourself
in lush purple, and
revel in your freedom.
This dress, a long
length of comfortable
knit, draping but not
clingy, features ruched
gathers at waist, and
swirling handkerchiefhem skirt. Cotton;
machine wash. Made in
Nepal; fair trade. Sizes
S-XL.
A50302 Purple Swirl
Dress $65

In early February, the Celtic festival of Imbolc—between
the solstice and the equinox—brings the first stirrings
of spring. The sun lingers longer every day, and the seeds
underground slowly stir into life. Soon the first green shoots
will appear, heralding the miracle of spring once again
awakening.

PURPLE

FOREVER

actual size

The endless blending of past, present
and future—entwined eternal knots
speak of the union of souls ’til the end
of time. Gold bands edge elegant openwork silver knots on this extraordinary ring
designed by Keith Jack. Sterling silver and 10k
gold rings in whole and half sizes 5-15.
J74001 Two-Tone Eternal Knot Ring $330

SWEETNESS OF
LIFE

TANTALIZING!

EXCLUSIVE! The hummingbird,
seeking nectar, is a reminder
to enjoy the sweetness of life.
Shining hummingbirds and
hearts bring quiet joy in this
sterling silver jewelry. Pendant
on 18" chain.
J10729 Hummingbird & Heart Earrings $42
J21019 Hummingbird & Heart Pendant $45

actual size

The enticing bloom of a dangling
flower, luring hummingbird and
bee. Leaves of fine filigree over
purple enamel open to silvery
petals in full bloom. Silver stamens
sparkle with lavender crystals
for further allure. Latchback
earhooks. Made in USA.
J10082	Silver Flower Earrings $52

actual size

NEW! EXOTIC GARDEN
Enter an exotic garden of
vibrant colors and bold forms.
Swirling paisley and flowers in
full bloom drift on this floaty,
lightweight mesh jacket.
Multiple panels vary the
pattern. Lightly shaped
flyaway jacket has a full
hem, curving longer in
back. 31" at longest
in back. Imported.
Polyester/
spandex; machine
wash. Sizes S-XXL.
A60394 Exotic Garden Mesh
		
Jacket $48

NEW!

MEANDERING
PATHS

Wander your own path
and follow your dreams.
Heathered dusty rose-violet
fabric is knit in bands that
ripple down in organic
contours, meandering where
they will. Lightly-shaped
short-sleeved tunic dress
features a rounded hem,
side-seam pockets. Approx.
37" at longest. Polyester/
rayon; machine wash.
Made in Nepal; fair trade.
Generously sized S/M,
L/XL, XXL.
A50326 Ripple Stitch
Tunic Dress $49

Tank
not
included

NEW! WHERE YOUR DAY

TAKES YOU

CALM CENTER

At last—nothing scheduled today!
Do nothing, and do it in style in these
distinctive double-layered pants. Floaty
gauze outer layer buttons down the
leg for a long line; inner straight leg
keeps you covered. Elastic waist with
drawstring. Crinkle textured fabric packs
easily. 28" inseam. Imported. Poly/
cotton; machine wash. Sizes S-XXL.
A70107 Button-Leg Gauze Pants $50

EXCLUSIVE! Strength and
serenity are invoked by
this bracelet. Double
antiqued-silver cables
support a bright
faceted amethyst—
a stone of calm and
centering—held
between stylized
lotus blossoms.
Toggle clasp adjusts
length 7-8".
J50062 Amethyst Lotus
Bracelet $165
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NEW! SEEK MAGIC

In the enchanted woods grows a deep-purple flower, said to have
marvelous properties... Seek magic in these comfortable mary
jane shoes—flowers at the toe and heel, low heel to take you
far. Laser-cut, etched and hand-painted leather, padded insole
and rubber outsole. Velcro closure. 7/8" heel. European (U.S.)
sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½),
40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 42 (10½-11). By Spring Footwear.
B70092 Deep Purple Mary Janes $100
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The Spirit of the Emerald Isle
Green leaves, waving and
rustling in the breeze, beckon you
to celebrate the sunlight.
Unique Celtic animals and knotwork
enliven the silky-soft jacquard scarf
in meadow green. (See more
color options at gaelsong.com.)
Acrylic; dry clean. 12" x 68".
Made in France.
B30690 Celtic Colorways
Scarf $40
The ruffled white top
features four airy tiers that
waft and wave. Luxurious,
lightweight Cupro rayon;
machine washable. Made
in USA. Sizes S-XXL.
A60072 Four-Tiered
Top $120
Swirling skirt with cascading tiers
of ruffled green begs you to dance
under the trees. Fold-over waist
hugs you comfortably, the full skirt
lets you move freely. Lightweight
100% rayon, lined; hand wash.
40" long. Sizes S/M, M/L, L/XL.
Imported. In Emerald Green,
Cayenne, Rose Red,
Turquoise or Black.
A50002 Flamenco
Skirt $75

Claddagh

Shamrock

Trinity Knot
actual size
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Rose Red

Turquoise

Black

EXCLUSIVE! Sunbeams shine
through the soft Irish mist—droplets
sparkle on leaves, and a rainbow glows
in the distance. Green enameled shamrock is
trimmed with twinkling emerald-green Swarovski
crystals; a rainbow crystal glows in the center. Available
as a pin or pendant; antiqued brass chain adjusts
16-18". Handmade in USA by Anne Koplik.
NEW! J60077 Enameled Shamrock Pin $26
J20911 Enameled Shamrock Pendant $28

actual size

TOP IT OFF

Bridget, both the saint and her pre-Christian
predecessor, is protector of the hearth. Irish women
would weave a Bridget’s cross of grassy rushes
to hang over the door to bring good fortune. This
unusual binding-knot Bridget’s cross of sterling silver
is made in Ireland by Martina Hamilton. On 18" chain.
J30011 Bridget’s Cross Pendant $70

Keep warm in Celtic style with an authentic wool tweed hat from Ireland.
Sized S (67⁄8 to 7), M (71 ⁄8 to 71 ⁄4), L (73 ⁄8 to 7½),
XL (75 ⁄8 to 73 ⁄4), XXL (77⁄8 to 8).

Sage
Tweed

A sleek Claddagh—representing
love, loyalty and friendship—
sweeps upward in an eternal
actual size
knot, a sign of endless
affection. A twinkling
crystal echoes the joy
of connection. Heart
is clad in rose gold for
a warm shine; knotwork
glows in regal yellow
gold. Sterling silver and 18k gold plate. Earrings with
latchback hooks; pendant on 18" chain. Made in Ireland.
J10267 Endless Love Claddagh Earrings $120
J20481 Endless Love Claddagh Pendant $110
SAVE $35! Buy both for $195

Charcoal
Tweed

A WELCOME ETCHED IN STONE
B10081 Blue Tweed Patch Cap 65
Mostly blue mixed-tweeds
patchwork; with flush brim.
Each is unique. Sizes S-XL.
$

B10122 Green Tweed Patch Cap $65
Mostly green mixed-tweeds
patchwork, with a longer brim.
Each is unique. Sizes S-XL.

Welcome your guests in timeless style. “Failte”
(“Welcome” in Irish Gaelic), hand-carved and gilded
on slate, is spelled out in Ogham, the first writing
of the Celts. Handmade in Ireland from centuriesold cottage roof slates, these plaques are natural
stone and each will be unique. Wood backing with
hanging loop to protect your walls. Approximately
11" high. Also available in “Slainte” (“To Your
Health”) and “Gra” (“Love”).
D22068 Slate Ogham Wall Plaque $60

B10078 Narrow Touring Cap $70
Solid Black. Sizes S-XXL.

YOUR PIECE OF IRELAND

BRIGID OF THE FLAME

Your own private Ireland—a cabochon of Connemara marble from
western Ireland, here nestled between two trinity knots. Sterling
silver. Each stone will have unique coloring. Sizes 5-10. Ireland.
J70012 Connemara Marble Ring $78
B10138 Button-Top Motoring Cap $72
Herringbone tweed in Green, Grey or
Brown. Sizes S-XXL.

NEW! THE UNTOLD STORIES

Covering 13,000 years of Irish history in 36 stories, Ireland’s Forgotten
Past brings new light to lesser-known tales of unique characters and
intriguing events. From ill-fated prehistoric chieftains through the age
of knights to the early 20th century, this volume will delight with the rich
variety in the untold history of Ireland. By Turtle Bunbury. Hardcover;
224 pages, 100 illustrations.
M10029 Ireland’s Forgotten Past $24.95

Enjoy a view of
spring all year ’round.
Colorful butterflies
alight on green
shamrocks in this
stained glass window;
textured clear glass
lets light shine
through. 12" x 16".
Chain included. Rush
delivery not available.
D90111 Shamrocks
and Butterflies
Window $135

B10030 Walking Hat with feather $85
Charcoal or Sage Tweed. Sizes S-XXL.

ENDLESS LOVE

actual size

ALWAYS
SPRINGTIME

actual size

actual size

BRIDGET’S CROSS

HAIR
DRESSING

Hold your hair back or
just add a fun accent
with these ornamented
bobby pins. Set
of three includes
Claddagh, Shamrock
and Trinity Knot.
Silvertone; 2" long.
J40022 Celtic Bobby
Pins, set of 3 $15

This curious-looking pendant actually
tells the most basic part of your story—
your name. One side is in Ogham, the
writing of the ancient Celts; the other,
in simple English. (Note—Ogham
reads bottom to top.) Sterling silver or
10k gold; on 18" chain. Can fit up to
10 letters. Special order; allow 4-6
weeks. Not returnable. Made in Ireland.
J20646 Personalized Ogham Pendant,
in Sterling Silver $179
in 10k Gold $749

IRISH SUNBEAM

LEAVES OF GREEN

Cayenne

WHAT’S YOUR NAME?

Grey

gaelsong.com

Brigid, Celtic goddess of the hearth,
poet, midwife and blacksmith—tends
the cauldron of creativity. Here she
holds a flame of inspiration. Bronzefinished statue with hand-painted
highlights. 10" high. Rush delivery not
available.
D21005 Brigid Statue $75

Brown

1.800.205.5790
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WOMEN OF THE SACRED GROVE

Diamond-shaped

Joan of Arc

Bow-shaped

THREE GRACES

Attractive and functional, this trio really holds hair in place. The diamond
and bow-shaped barrettes feature bold knotwork in classic Celtic style,
while the Joan of Arc design was inspired by a fleur-de-lis in the French
Abbey of St. Denis. Pewter, made in Cornwall.
J40020 Diamond-Shaped Hair Barrette $45
J40040 Joan of Arc Hair Barrette $45
J40030 Bow-Shaped Hair Barrette $45

I REMEMBER YOU

EXCLUSIVE! In the Age of Vikings, runic
carvings were used for short important messages.
One such note discovered in Norway translates as
“Remember me, I remember you/Love me, I love you.”
This timeless message of love even across a distance is
reproduced here on a circular pendant. Sterling silver
with oxidized finish, on 18" chain. By Keith Jack.
J20595 I Remember You Runic Pendant $120

NEW! VELVET BOUQUET

A romantic bouquet of flowers is strewn across the lush deep-purple
of this entrancing topper. Velvet blossoms shimmer on the sheer
background, fluttering curved hem wafts easily around you. Imported.
Polyester; handwash. Sizes S-XL.
A60498 Velvet Burnout Roses Jacket $60

LOVE IS PATIENT

Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast,
it is not proud. It is not rude, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily
angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil
but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always
hopes, always perseveres...
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The immortal verse from the Book of Corinthians is inscribed on a
moebius bracelet—a form with just one side, creating a circle that
truly never ends—a fitting tribute to the lasting power of love. 7¾"
around. Sterling silver. Made in USA.
J50118 Love is Patient Moebius Bracelet $120

actual size

UNABASHEDLY
ROMANTIC

A red rose—the symbol of
ardent love. Ruffled like rose
petals, tiers of red cascade
in this swirling skirt that begs
you to dance. Fold-over waist
hugs you comfortably; the
full skirt lets you move freely.
Lightweight rayon, lined;
hand wash. 40" long.
Imported. Sizes S/M, M/L,
L/XL. Shown in Rose
Red; also available in
Turquoise, Emerald
Green, Cayenne or
Black.
A50002
Flamenco
Skirt $75

EXCLUSIVE! Like a fragment of a lost legend,
Emily Balivet’s artwork offers a tantalizing glimpse
of an imminent event. Twelve ladies, in a variety
of fine gowns, walk past a wood, a flock of doves
swooping above. Where are the women going?
What is the message of the birds? Tapestry-woven
wallhanging adds an air of the mythic to any wall.
36" x 25" cotton/poly blend; comes with hanging
rod and hardware. Gift wrap and rush delivery not
available.
D50630	Women of the Sacred Grove
Wallhanging $90

FIREGLOW

EXCLUSIVE! Like flickering candlelight, faceted wine-red garnets glow
warmly with shining gold. Necklet combines petite garnet briolettes
with tiny faceted gold-plated nuggets; pendant and earrings
each feature a trio of garnets. Wear the necklaces separately, or layered together as one harmonious piece.
Necklet with beads adjusts 17-19"; trio pendant
on 18" chain. Gold vermeil chain, clasp,
and earwires. Handmade in USA by
Lynn Olander.

Turquoise

Emerald
Green

Cayenne

Black

Earrings shown
actual size

J10433 Gemstone Trio Earrings $67
J20666 Gemstone Briolette Necklet $110
J20667 Gemstone Trio Pendant $85
SAVE 10% When you buy two or more pieces!

NEW! PUT ON YOUR RED SHOES

Do ruby-red shoes make your walk livelier, your destination more exciting? Try
these playful mary janes, with great, bold flowers coaxing you down a path of
delight. Hand-painted embossed-leather flowers, burnished toe, and shaped
leather wrap on side of sole. Padded insole; rubber outsole. Velcro
fastener. European (U.S.) sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7),
38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 42 (10½-11). By
Spring Footwear.
B70091 Ruby Red
Mary Janes $110

Rose Red

gaelsong.com

This collection is also
available in Emerald.

1.800.205.5790

actual size

NEW! MOONGLOW

Like a stained-glass
window in a gothic castle,
a quartet of rainbow
moonstones glows
with subtly shifting color
in an elaborate antiquedsilver setting. Sterling
silver; sizes 5-10.
J70099 Moonstone
Quartet Ring $55

NEW! REGAL

LEISURE

Take your coffee on the
balcony, surveying the new
lands at your feet. Today is the
first day of vacation and you
reign serenely as the queen
of leisure. Break from the
ordinary, whatever you are
doing, in this summery top, a
regal combination of white-onwhite diamond embroidery,
and lace sleeves, hem and
collar. Imported. Viscose;
machine wash. Sizes XS-XXL.
A60449 Diamond & Lace
Top $68
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Fairy Dance

FAIRY LORE

NEW! GIFT OF THE FAIRY
actual size

A sweet vintage-design fairy, in artfully draping gown, sits with
airy wings at rest, holding a bouquet and contemplating where
to best leave it as a gift. 22k gold-plated fairy, accented with
faceted rose-quartz gem. Chain with faux-pearl beads is 30",
no fastener. Handcrafted in USA by Lynn Olander.
J21075 Vintage Fairy on Beaded Chain $72

actual size

ELUSIVE
BLUE

NEW! FORGET ME NOT

All the promise and memory of summer is found in the lively
blue of a forget-me-not, a message of long, sweet days and
warm heady nights. Genuine Scottish wildflowers picked
on the Isle of Arran are carefully preserved and framed in
silver for a shining reflection of summer glories. Pendant on
18" chain. Handcrafted in Scotland, each with a note of date
picked and preserved.
J10674 Forget-Me-Not Earrings $77
J20952 Forget-Me-Not Pendant $72

NEW! IN FULL BLOOM

FAIRY WHISPERS

This magical fairy has a message just for you.
Silver vine wraps around your ear, positioning
the fairy to whisper her secret. Ear wrap adjusts
to fit; post on bottom anchors the lower end.
For left ear only. Pewter; handcrafted in UK.
J10556 Pewter Fairy Ear Wrap $35

UNFORGETTABLE

A wreath of blue forget-me-nots
sparkles memorably with
blue crystals. Delicatelytinted enameled flowers
and leaves on brass stems.
2" diameter brooch.
J60043 Forget-Me-Nots
Crystal Brooch $22

A tantalizing array of fringes and
ruffles swings and waves on this lively
scarf. Crinkled gauze, in ombre tones of
mauve, teal and lilac, is trimmed with fringe and highlighted
with ribbons of gathered ruffles. Approx. 76" from end to end.
Handmade; expect variations.
A60516 Button-Front Swing Top $42
B30126 Multi-Ruffly Dip-dyed Scarf $27

actual size

NEW! FIND YOUR WAY

Sweet blossoms beckon you to find your own way down a hidden path.
Hand-painted, etched and cutout flowers adorn these closed-back
sandals, trimmed in colorful leather. Leather upper; cork sole with
comfort-padded insole and traction outsole. Velcro closure;
decorative metal buckle. 2" heel, ¾" platform.
European (U.S.) sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37
(6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10),
42 (10½ -11).
B70094 Sweet Blossoms Sandals $90

MAGICAL PORTAL

You may not see the fairies
coming and going, but
they will appreciate your
invitation. Put this fairy
door against any wall for a
portal to a magical realm
of imagination. Suitable for
indoor or outdoor use. 4¾"
x 4¾".
D40072 Blue Fairy Door $20
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EXCLUSIVE! The
butterfly is the jewel of the
air, bringing unexpected color and delight. The rarest shade
is blue—the morpho butterfly is not itself blue, but appears
that way in the sunlight. This jewelry captures the elusive
color of the blue butterfly in cloisonné enamel on sterling
silver. Necklet with Swarovski crystal accents adjusts 16-20";
coordinating post earrings.
J10377 Blue Butterfly Earrings $27
J20529 Blue Butterfly Necklet $90

Even the brightest sun won’t
wilt a flower in full bloom. Stay
cool and breezy as a flower in this
light crinkle-cotton top. Swingy
A-line shape with V-neck and
curved hem bring airy comfort
and nice drape, long row of
tagua-nut buttons adds a trim
vertical line. Imported. Cotton;
machine wash.
One size.

NEW! THE SKY’S THE LIMIT
EXCLUSIVE! Cerulean blue skies
extending forever,
a meadow full of
wildflowers—
your daydreams of a
perfect summer’s day.
The delight of a day
of sun and fresh air
infuses this skirt, simple
wildflowers on a field of
big-sky blue. Fitted yoke
angles into a romantic
full, sweeping skirt.
Approx. 37" long.
Imported. Rayon;
hand wash. Sizes
S-XL.
A50318 Summer
Sky Skirt $45

actual size

Weighty tomes for a little
fairy. Contemplative fairy sits
atop books titled “Peace”
and “Love,” planning ways to
use her new knowledge. 4½"
high. Bronze finish.
D21171 Fairy on Books $21

NEW! A FLUTTER OF BUTTERFLIES

Your spirit flutters lightly on a breeze as you dance among the wildflowers.
Floaty butterfly skirt brings the essence of bright days and carefree frolics.
Wide smocked waistband features a tie and wooden buckle. Approx.
30" long. Imported. Cotton; handwash. One size, waistband stretches to
approx. 38".
A50251 Butterflies Skirt $39

gaelsong.com

1.800.205.5790
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Spring Has Sprung!
NEW!

SPRING IS HERE!

The first bright day of spring—
toss off your jacket, and twirl
in the warm sun, delighting in
blue sky and the scent of flowers
in full bloom. Revel in the merry
sunshine in this swirling dress,
with colorful flowers on pale-blue
crinkled rayon, and the twist of
a contrasting pattern above the
ruffled hem. Approx. 51" long.
Imported. Rayon; hand wash.
Sizes S-XL.
A50226 Spring Flowers
Maxi Dress $55

NEW! BRIGHT BLOSSOMS

FLIGHT OF THE
BUTTERFLY

EXCLUSIVE! A warm light breeze brings
the scent of flowers and the promise
of springtime joy. This airy mesh
topper wraps you in a light layer
of brightly colored flowers, with
pointy hem and waterfall front
rippling in the breeze. Polyester/
spandex, machine wash. Sizes
S-XL. Made in USA.
A40116 Bright Flowers
Mesh Jacket $55

NEW!

BRIGHT
BLUE
SKIES

The butterfly alights for a
moment, then flies on,
leaving a flutter of
delight. Let your
spirit fly with the
butterfly in this top—
eyelet lace and extensive
embroidery trace a butterfly
front and back, with scalloped,
shaped hem describing the
wings. Silky rayon with satin
embroidery skims you lightly.
Approx. 24" at longest.
Imported. Rayon; hand wash.
Sizes M, L, XL, 2X, 3X.
A60407 Embroidered
Butterfly Top $52

Dewdrops sparkling
on a field of flowers—
the fresh delight of spring
inspires this necklet. A
garland of flowers, enameled
in shades of blue, is highlighted with
glimmering crystals. Silver-tone chain adjusts
16-18”. Set includes coordinating post earrings.
J90071 Blue Blossoms Necklace and
Earrings Set $28

shown at 3/4
actual size

SERENITY

JOY ABOUNDING

Warm sun, whispering wind, soft ground and the scent of flowers
and greenery—in the exuberant leap of a rabbit is the joy of a
summer morning. This sculpture captures the rabbit in mid-leap,
expressing the wonder of being alive. Hefty cast iron with bronze
finish; 15" long, 9½" high. Gift
wrap and rush delivery
not available.
D40028 Cast Iron
Rabbit Garden
Sculpture $130

Waft through hot summer
days, a vision in serene blue.
Layers of lightweight gauze
flow in this dress of elegant
simplicity; loose-fitting A-line
shape flares at the curved hem,
top layer has asymmetrical side
slits for added swirl in your step.
43" long. Imported. Polyester/
cotton; machine wash. Sizes
S-XXL.
A50168 Serenity Dress $49

IN THE NAME OF STILLNESS
Irish harpist Aine Minogue creates a
space for contemplative intention and a
deepening of the spiritual experience.
In this album of ethereal music, she
invites us to find the stillness that
brings peace and clarity of mind. Ten
tracks (see gaelsong.com for listing).
M40003 In the Name of Stillness CD $21

NEW! GOOD MORNING,
SUNSHINE

NEW! REFRESHING

EXCLUSIVE! A cascade of refreshing blue keeps you cool in this swingy
crinkle-cotton tunic top. Playful handkerchief hem and big patch pocket
add to the easy appeal. Imported. Cotton; machine wash gentle. One size.
A50336 Swingy Tunic with Patch Pocket $40
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A ladybug and bird friend greet the
morning sun. 4½" long.
D21046 Tiny Bird & Ladybug
on a Twig $14
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At The Ocean's Edge

SAILING THE SEA OF LIFE
NEW! NO WORK,

ALL PLAY

Some jackets mean
business, this jacket,
though, is all fun! Soft,
long peplum ruffle adds
delicious flounce, as do
the ruffles on the 3/4–
length sleeves. Buttontrimmed front does
not close, but curves
unexpectedly. Linen;
gentle wash. Made in
Italy. Sizes S-XL.
Matching pants are a
comfortable partner,
tapered legs moving easily
with you, elastic waist with
drawstring for easy fit,
and, of course, pockets.
Approx. 27" inseam.
Linen; gentle wash. Made
in Italy. Sizes S-XL.
A60321 Grey Linen
Jacket $80
A70086 Grey Linen
Drawstring Pants $78

Golden ropes like ship’s rigging,
holding fast and true, twine among a
silver eternal heart knot—a statement
of endless love as you sail through
life. Sterling silver and 10k gold plate.
Pendant on 17" chain. Made in Ireland.
J10647 Hold Fast Earrings $90
J20973 Hold Fast Pendant $95
SAVE $20! Buy both for $165!

Experience Inis: a daring, seductive scent meant
to embody the coolness, clarity, energy and purity
of the sea. Top notes of muguet (lily-of-thevalley) and sparkling citrus are balanced with
base notes of sandalwood and oak moss,
and deepened with spice notes of clove and
nutmeg. Suitable for women and men. Made
in Ireland.
H20010 Inis Eau de Cologne, 50 ml $45
H20210 Inis Body Lotion, 200 ml $25
H20032 Inis Shower Gel, 200 ml $20
H20034 Inis Body Oil Spray, 150 ml $26
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At the ocean’s edge, sea and sky stretch to the far
horizon, the never-ending spiral of the tide washing
in and out again. Shining blues and greens of the
waterscape shimmer in iridescent abalone shell,
set on a silvery spiral. Rhodium-plated; pendant
has adjustable 18-19" chain. Made in Canada.
J10582 Ocean Spiral Earrings $22
J20482 Ocean Spiral Pendant $25
actual size
SAVE $5! Buy both for $42

actual size

NEW!

BLUE & WHITE

Sky and clouds, sea and sand—
blue and white are the colors of
summer.

BE THE KINDNESS YOU WISH TO SEE
A floating feather bears a reminder to treat others
gently. Silver-tone with airy turquoise glass and semiprecious beads, or gold-tone with quiet black beads.
Stretch bracelet measures 7" around.
J50126 Be Kind Beaded Bracelet $20

MAGICAL WAVES
actual size

THE ENERGY OF THE SEA

SPIRALING TIDE

In Celtic lore, the hero Oisin fell in love with the
magical Niamh; together they rode her horse across
the ocean waves to Tir na Nóg, the land of eternal
youth beneath the sea. This pendant captures the
magic of legend and love—a shining silver horse
with golden mane and tail races across waves
of silver filigree, a silver eternal knot with bright
blue CZ crystals speaking of the enchantment in
the water. Sterling silver, on 18" chain. Gift boxed
with explanatory card. Made in Ireland.
J20458 Tir Na Nóg Horse Pendant $120

NEW! GOING PLATINUM

Soft, stretchy knit navy-blue
top features ruching on the
sides for flattering drape.
Cap sleeves, jewel neck.
Made in USA. Rayon/
spandex; machine
wash. Sizes S-XL, 1X,
2X, 3X.
A60486 Ruched Navy Blue
Top $60
Embroidered white seaside
pants feature drawstring
hems—wear straight-legged,
harem-style or drawn up for
wading. Cargo pockets plus back
and side pockets. Elastic waist with
drawstring. 29" inseam. Imported.
Linen/cotton; machine wash. Sizes
S-XL.
A70122 White Drawstring
Pants $78

Like sunlight on sand, a subtle
metallic shine of platinum brightens
your way. These comfortable sandals
will take you far in understated style.
Rich Italian leather upper on a cork
footbed and traction outer sole.
Leather insole and lining. Buckle
adjusts fit of ankle strap; Velcro
closure. 1½” heel. Sizes 6-10, 11.
By Sofft.
B70099 Metallic Leather
Sandals $110

gaelsong.com

1.800.205.5790

NEW!

PLAYTIME!

Buttoned overall-style straps
on this jumper say ride your
bike, visit the ice cream
truck—it’s fun time! Swingy
striped jumper dress keeps
you cool, with lighthearted
handkerchief hem for grownup style, and side-seam
pockets for that ice cream
money. Straps adjust dress
to approx. 50-52" at longest
point. Linen; handwash.
Made in Italy. Sizes S-XL; 1X,
2X, 3X.
A50283 Overall-Strap
Striped Jumper $70

ETERNAL
LINKS

EXCLUSIVE!
We are all
links in an
enduring chain,
connected to
family, friends
and community.
The strong links of this
cable-like chain are connected
by eternal knots, a reminder of our unbroken connections.
Substantial sterling silver bracelet features hinged connections
and a unique clasp. Available in a range of lengths: 7", 7½", 8",
8½", 9", 9½". Designed by Keith Jack.
J50041 Dragon-Weave Bracelet with Celtic Clasp $350
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Tree of Life
WHAT THE ACORN
CONTAINS

LEATHER JOURNALS &
CHECKBOOK COVERS

The spirit of nature inspires these embossed
leather accessories. Choose from the majestic
Druid’s Oak, wrapping around the entire cover;
the Celtic Horse Triskelion, moving ever forward;
classical Acanthus Leaf, a symbol of enduring life;
elaborate knotwork Celtic Hounds, recalling intricate manuscript Illumination; or the Tree of Life,
framed with knotwork birds. Exceptional-quality
journals in two sizes are refillable with standard
blank-book inserts. Large journals are 6" x 9",
small are 4¾" x 7". Made in USA.

Druid's Oak
C14060 Large Journal $95
C14840 Small Journal $75
C14930 Checkbook Cover $50

SONG OF THE
ELEMENTS

The humble acorn carries within
it the promise of greatness,
the genesis of a majestic oak
tree. This charming pewter
acorn is ready to hold further
delight—the cap lifts to offer a
tiny treasure of your choosing.
Pewter box-locket on 24" chain.
In mixed copper/pewter or
all-pewter finish. Made in USA.
J20908 Acorn Locket $65

Rustling in the wind,
the branches of the
Tree of Life sing a
song of the elements.
Handmade brass Tree
of Life windchime
features five bells
sounding varied notes.
9½" across, 20" long.
D40023 Tree of Life
Windchime $20

actual size

actual size

COLORS OF THE SEASONS

The Tree of Life spreads its branches before a multi-hued
backing, reminiscent of the colors of the forest through the
seasons. The “stone” behind the tree is made of genuine
Scottish heather pressed and colored to form a unique
gemstone; no two are exactly alike. Pendant on 18" chain;
coordinating earrings. Made in Scotland.
J10656 Heathergems Tree of Life Earrings $75
J20656 Heathergems Tree of Life Pendant $65

SQUIRRELING IT AWAY

Celtic Horse
C14087 Large Journal $95
C14888 Small Journal $75
C14089 Checkbook Cover $50

Leaves
C14077 Large Journal $95
C14878 Small Journal $75
C14079 Checkbook Cover $50

Celtic Hounds
C14002 Large Journal $95
C14801 Small Journal $75
C14068 Checkbook Cover $50

A squirrel dream come true! Two
squirrels put all their effort into lifting
an acorn twice their size. Now, where
to hide it? Acorn is a small box—just lift
the cap. 2½" high.
D24064 Squirrels and Acorn Box $14

Tree of Life
C14030 Large Journal $95
C14830 Small Journal $75
C14050 Checkbook Cover $50

FIRST GREEN

In the pale days of winter, it is good to remember the first green
of spring. In this ring, a tree delicately opens its leaves against a
soft-hued Connemara marble background. A trinity knot hidden
in the branches, echoed by trinity knots on the band, holds the
promise of renewal. Sterling silver. Ireland. Sizes 5-10.
J70061 Tree of Life Ring $65

CLOSE
OBSERVATIONS

IN THE SACRED GROVE

EXCLUSIVE! Twelve sumptuously dressed women form a mysterious procession through a wood, birds swooping above. Emily Balivet’s enigmatic,
captivating artwork is masterfully recreated on this luxurious pillow. Solid
back; poly-filled. 16" x 12". Made in USA.
D50631 Sacred Grove Pillow $30
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Observe the world up
close. Wander on a nature
walk, getting a close-up
look at plants and insects.
Detailed openwork
pendant is backed by a
magnifying glass—open
the pendant like a locket
for a clear view. Long
chain for easy use, adjusts
30-33". Choose silver-tone
Tree of Life, Owl, Butterfly
or gold-tone Dragonfly.
J20291 Magnifier
Pendant $20

OAK LEAF CLOAK CLASP

Owl

Butterfly

Dragonfly

gaelsong.com

actual size

EXCLUSIVE! The oak—symbol of strength, and of the turning of the year. The
passing beauty of oak leaves in autumn is preserved in this handsome handwrought cloak clasp, in tones of copper, nickel, or bronze. Each leaf is backed
by a strong pin, and the leaves can be worn separately as brooches. Approx.
6½" from tip to tip. Handmade in USA.
J61470 Cloak Clasp $50

1.800.205.5790

NEW! LIKE MAGIC

A classic blazer, transformed as if by fairy
magic! Solid front in sage green yields
to airy lace sleeves, lace back and lace
patch pockets. Lightly curved hem in
front, no fasteners. Cotton; gentle wash.
Made in Italy. Sizes S/M and L/XL.
A40123 Blazer with Lace Back $79
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BUILT TO LAST

actual size

Through the years, what you carry
may change, but the need for a
good-looking sturdy tote does not.
This fabulous leather tote is built
to last. Slightly flared bag is
embossed with a Celtic knot;
the natural undyed leather
handles are adorned
with knotwork. Open
top, cloth-lined, one
interior zip pocket.
Vegetabletanned oiled
leather builds a
beautiful patina over
time. 14½" high x 15" wide
at top. Handles are 25", with
9¼" drop. Handmade in Ireland. In
Brown or Black.
B40148 Built to Last Leather Tote $320

ENDURING STRENGTH

Hefty braided leather bracelet fastens
with pewter eternal-knot hook clasps
for a statement of enduring strength.
In Brown or Black. Sizes S (7¼"),
M (7½") and L (8½"). Made in USA.
J50004 Braided Leather Bracelet $52

Peridot

9TH CENTURY CAT

Pangur Ban, my cat, and I both
Set our minds full on our work
His calling is to hunt mice
Mine is to seek out learning.
—“Pangur Ban”, 9th century
EXCLUSIVE! Thus an unknown 9th century monk took
a break from his manuscripts to pay tribute in poetry to
his beloved cat. In the style of a manuscript illumination,
knotwork enhances the form of these playful sterling
silver felines. Choose genuine red garnet or light green
peridot gemstones. Pendant on 18" chain, with matching
earrings. Made in USA by James Walton.
J10350 Ninth-Century Cat Earrings $42
J21790 Ninth-Century Cat Pendant $60

DISTINCTLY IRISH

actual size

Green Connemara marble from the
west of Ireland here combines with
a golden trinity knot for a distinctly
Irish pendant. On 18-20" adjustable
chain. Natural stone, colors will
vary. Ireland. Choose 18k Goldplated or Rhodium-plated.
J20964 Connemara Marble and
Trinity Knot Pendant $36

CHERISH

Eternal knots speak of continuity, the turning
of the years and the renewal of the seasons.
Silver knotwork and a radiant pearl adorn this
vial pendant. Carry near your heart a beloved
memory, a scroll with a cherished prayer or
wish, or ashes. Sterling silver with cultured
pearl; on 18" chain. Made in Ireland.
J20977 Knotwork Vial Pendant $145

actual size

CRYSTAL CLEAR

with pen and ink
Embodying the love of learning that infuses Celtic culture, medieval monks of
the Celtic lands preserved major portions of western learning. Laboring with
pen and ink over calfskin vellum, they created exquisite ornamented bibles, also
transcribing legends and history, poetry and observations of natural science.

TAME YOUR TRESSES

Trinity knots blended in a star shape
adorn this hair tie for a touch of Celtic
artistry. Sturdy elastic will tame all
thicknesses of hair. ¾" diameter.
J40013 Celtic Ponytail Holder $14

Fill your room with rainbows! On a sunny day, the clear beveled-glass eternal
knot will joyously scatter the light. Graceful textured background sets off
the crystal-like clarity of the central knotwork. 11½" x 14"; hanging hardware
included. Rush delivery not available.
D91190 Beveled Knot Window $65

DELIGHTFULLY UNEXPECTED

actual size

COLLECTOR’S BOOK OF KELLS

Experience the magnificence and wonder of
the Book of Kells! The 9th century Book of Kells
is a revered symbol of Irish culture, the finest
example of Irish illuminated manuscript.
Images from the Book of Kells are produced
with unprecedented clarity and depth,
with 50 full-page reproductions and 200
more color illustrations, revealing the
intricacy of elements barely visible to the
naked eye. The text includes detailed
examination and explanation of
symbols, and a scientific and historic
look at the creation of this masterwork.
Hardcover book, 256 pages, 12⅞" x 10"; with
elegant protective slipcase. Rush delivery not
available.
M10004 Hardcover Slipcased Book of Kells $95

ZOOMORPHIC BUCKLES

The powerful guardianship of a pair of Celtic lions, or the devotion and loyalty
of Celtic hounds, bring their presence to these finely detailed belt buckles.
They pair perfectly with our Irish-made eternal knot belt (1½" wide, in brown or
black leather). Snaps allow an easy switch of buckles. Specify belt color and
waist size: S (28-30"), M (32-34"), L (36-38"), XL (40-42"), XXL (44-46").
B21010 Lions Buckle $35 | B21020 Hounds Buckle $35
B20010 Eternal Knot Belt $45
SAVE $10! Buy buckle and belt together as a set
B22010 Lions Set $70
B22020 Hounds Set $70
Lions

Hounds

elegant
slipcase
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Different, but balanced—a trinity knot pairs with
a drop of peridot, for an asymmetrical ring that’s
delightfully unexpected. Sterling silver, sizes 5-10.
J70044 Peridot and Knot Ring $30

1.800.205.5790

actual size

A WINDOW TO THE SOUL

EXCLUSIVE! Window to the Soul jewelry reflects the shining infinite
spirit inside you. On the exterior, an unending double ring of silver
eternal knotwork. The interior reveals the heart of gold shining through.
Sterling silver gilded with 22k gold; gift-boxed. Pendant on 18" chain.
Designed by Keith Jack.
J10048 Window to the Soul Earrings $110
J20078 Window to the Soul Necklace $210
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The Celtic Home

FILL YOUR BOWL

Cheerful porcelain bowls
colorfully decorated inside
and out with Celtic artwork.
Larger bowls are 5¼" across
at top, 2½" high; smaller
Large Set
are 4¼" across top, 2¼"
high. Dishwasher safe. Sold
individually or in sets of three designs,
assorted as shown. Gift wrap not available.
D90037 Set of 3 Large Bowls, 3 designs $40
D90093 Set of 3 Small Bowls, 3 designs $27

TRUE FRIENDSHIP

“Oh, I don't mind your prickles!”
Two little hedgehogs snuggle
together, sharing the shelter of
a single leaf. There’s even a few
berries for snacks! 2½" high
celebration of friendship.
D21041 Hedgehogs Sharing $15

D60009

D60010

Small Set

D60011

FAMILY
CONNECTIONS

TRINITY KNOT LAMP

Reminiscent of the highly prized Tiffany lamps of the late 19th century,
this is a classic with a Celtic twist. Leaded glass knots in vivid shades of
blue and deep violet glow against an ivory background, all atop a decorative bronze-finished metal base. Ideal size for foyer, desk or bedside,
lamp measures 18" in height. Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
D30450 Trinity Knot Lamp $140

Our family is like the
branches of a tree. We may
grow in different directions,
yet our roots remain as one.
Each of us will always be a
part of the other.
This tribute to the lasting
connection of family is
a print of illuminated
calligraphy in the style of
medieval manuscripts, by
Kevin Dillon. Authenticated
with the artist’s seal in wax.
Double-matted in elegant
black or gilded frame,
9" x 11". Unframed double-matted print is 8" x 10". Made in USA.
D10081 Family Blessing Print, Unframed $28
D10082 Family Blessing Print, Gilded Frame $49
D10083 Family Blessing Print, Black Frame $49

THE DELIGHTFUL FEAST

D60009 Claddagh Ring Bowl, 4¼” $10
D60010 Harp and Knotwork Bowl, 4¼” $10
D60011 “Land of Welcomes” Bowl, 4¼” $10
D60014 Celtic Cross and Knotwork Bowl, 5¼" $15
D60015 Knotwork and Shamrock Bowl, 5¼" $15
D60016 Cead Mile Faílte and Spirals Bowl, 5¼" $15
D60014

D60015

D60016

EXCLUSIVE! The Garden of Delight offers a bountiful feast. Enliven
your dining with rich tapestry-woven runner and placemats, sumptuous
with birds, blossoms and tree in full bloom.
Inspired by the masterwork of William
Morris, a founder of the Arts and
Crafts movement. Cotton/poly
runner is 90" long x 12¼" wide;
placemats are 17¼" x 12½".
Machine-washable. See throw and
wallhanging at gaelsong.com.
D80010 G
 arden of Delight
Runner $48
D80020 Garden of Delight
Placemats, set of 4 $32
D50570 Garden of Delight Throw $60
D50050 Garden of Delight Wallhanging 38" x 56" $140 | 56" x 80" $240

HOUSE WARMING
THE LIGHT OF FRIENDS & FAMILY

May friends and family bring light to the cottage,
warmth to the heart and joy to the soul.
The Tree of Life welcomes your guests with this large
ceramic platter. The motto surrounds a raised tree design
encircled with green knotwork. 16" diameter, 19" across at
handles. Food safe; comes with display stand. Gift wrap and
rush delivery not available.
D50079 Tree of Life Platter $90
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TEA FOR YOU!

Relax and take time for yourself the Irish
way with a nice cup of tea. Tea-for-one
nesting pot and cup features eternal
knotwork on the cup and a Claddagh on
the pot. 8" high, pot holds 12 oz; cup holds
8 oz. Dishwasher safe.
D62002 Tea For One $40

1.800.205.5790

“Peace to this House”—a simple
wish, always appropriate. May all
be well where your loved ones
gather. Place this room blessing
anywhere you would like a special
reminder. Pewter blessing can be
attached to a wall or doorpost;
curved shape allows you to put a
small prayer scroll or note in the
back. 4½" high, comes in a gift
box. Solid pewter. Made in USA.
D23870 House Blessing $35
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THE CELTIC MAN

Like the Irish working man, this shirt
is comfortable, practical and quite
handsome. This version of the classic
banded-collar shirt buttons all the way
down with an array of closely-spaced
buttons on the defined upper placket,
perfect with a vest. Homespun-style
weave lends an authentic
rustic touch. Boxy shape
for a roomy fit. In 90%
cotton/10% linen;
machine wash, line
dry. Imported. In
White, Cloud, Navy
Blue, Black, Ivory or
Army Green.
Sizes S-3X.
A60098
Irishman’s
HomespunStyle Shirt $60

Cloud

Navy Blue

Black

Ivory

Army Green

WHO IS THAT MAN?

AROUND THE WORLD

EXCLUSIVE! The Midgard Serpent
of Norse mythology was so large it
encircled the earth, holding its own tail.
Inspired by Viking knotwork art, this sea
serpent recalls the fantastical world of
legend. Oxidized sterling silver with a
tiny, glittering black cubic zirconia eye.
On 18" chain. By Keith Jack.
J20575 Viking Dragon Pendant $160

PATRICK

Inspired by the journeys of St. Patrick across Ireland—through nowvanished forests, rich green pastures and rocky coasts. Patrick
captures the adventure of the natural
world in a men’s scent with fresh
green notes of fern and pine,
warmed with woody notes
of oak moss and patchouli.
Cologne spray in a 3.3 oz.
glass flask. Made in Ireland.
H20021 Patrick Cologne $45

it spins!

Interactive jewelry! Eternal love knot in sterling
silver is a fine adornment for any hand. What’s
more, the center band spins! For those who like to
play with their jewelry, or as a conversation piece,
the spinner ring is sure to please. Whole sizes 5-15.
J76300 Spinner Ring $40

HIGHLANDER’S DAGGER

actual size

EXCLUSIVE! The traditional
workingman’s shirt, while
comfortable and handsome,
can be too much in hot weather.
Keep cool while upholding
traditional style with the shortsleeved banded-collar shirt.
Homespun-style weave lends
an authentic rustic touch. Boxy
shape for a roomy fit you can
move in. In 90% cotton/10%
linen; machine wash, line
dry. Imported. Sizes S-3X. In
blue-grey Cloud, Ivory, or Moss
Green.
A60288 Homespun-Style Shortsleeved Men’s Shirt $48

Staghorn

Cloud
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A Man you
don’t meet
every day

Ivory

Moss

gaelsong.com

Let us catch well the hours and minutes that fly
Let us share them well while we may
So be easy and free when you’re drinkin’ with me
I’m a man you don’t meet every day
– “Jock Stuart” Traditional song

HAVE A WEE DRAM

KEEP YOUR COOL

Look sharp with one of these fine ceremonial knives.
Scots Gaelic for “black dagger,” the sgian dubh
is traditionally worn in the top of a Highlander’s
stocking. Made in Scotland, with 3¾" stainless steel
blades. The Staghorn handle is made from naturally
shed antlers. The Glenurquhart is a museum-quality
resin replica of a carved oak-handled knife, available
in Brown or Black (not shown). Each comes with an
embossed leather sheath.
B90170 Staghorn-Handled Dagger $95
B90180 Glenurquhart Dagger $55

Glenurquhart

Green Tweed

Grey Tweed

SPINNER RING

White

Who is that dashing stranger at the pub? The vest makes the man—an easy, comfortable way
to look well-dressed and just a bit more intriguing. Vest of Irish-woven herringbone tweed in
traditional tailored styling with two welt pockets in front. 100% wool tweed front and back. Dry
clean. Sizes S-XL, in brown, green or grey tweed.
The classic Irish tweed cap coordinates with the vest to complete the look. Sizes S-XL,
in brown, green or grey tweed. (See more Irish tweed hats on page 7 and at
gaelsong.com.)
Homespun shirts have clothed the Irish working man for generations. The bluestriped flannel of this modern version offers comfort and durability; banded collar
and button placket offer timeless style. 100% cotton; machine wash. Imported
from Ireland. Sizes S-XXL.
Alpaca scarf in Brown (shown below) or Charcoal (see gaelsong.com). 12" x 63".
Woven in Killarney, Ireland, at Muckross House.
A40005 Irish Tweed Vest $210 | A60133 Flannel Grandfather’s Shirt $75
B10004 Tweed Cap $50 | B30015 Scarf $85

actual size

He that hath this cup in hand,
drink up the dram, let it not stand.

Pass the dram cup for fellowship
and good cheer. Pewter cup with
Highlands scene begs for a pour of
your finest whisky. Solid lead-free
pewter; 1 oz. 4 cm high. Made in UK.
D63012 Dram Cup $24

LEGENDARY

EXCLUSIVE! Legends tell of
mysterious rings, finely-wrought and
compellingly appealing, that endow
the wearer with magical power. Find
a power of attraction in this substantial
ring. Eternal knotwork adorns the sides;
hammered-gold inset gleams boldly. Designed
by Keith Jack. Sterling silver with a solid 10k
gold ingot. Wide ring is 20mm at widest; narrow
is 17mm. In whole and half sizes.
J74012 Hammered-Gold Inset Ring, Wide (sizes 9-15) $325
J74013 Hammered-Gold Inset Ring, Narrow (sizes 5-13) $275

1.800.205.5790

WORKINGMAN’S BLUES
The traditional Irish workingman’s
shirt, here in the traditional
workingman’s fabric:
blue denim. Midweight shirt features
a banded collar;
shirt buttons all the
way down with an
array of closelyspaced buttons
on the defined
upper placket.
Boxy shape for a
roomy fit you can
move in. Cotton;
machine wash.
Imported. Sizes
S-3XL.
A60415 Denim
Men’s BandedCollar Shirt $65
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A DROP OF THE CELTIC

ORDERED BY

Intricate knotwork is a hallmark of Celtic illuminated
manuscripts. A large golden drop shines on this
pendant, filled with intricate silvery knotwork.
Openwork pendant is double-sided, for an intriguing
dimension. Gold-tone chain adjusts 29-32".
J20997 Large Teardrop Knotwork Pendant $25

Name
Address

ORDER BY PHONE
800-205-5790
24 hours a day
7 days a week

ORDER ONLINE
gaelsong.com
ORDER BY FAX
206-729-0183
ORDER BY MAIL
GaelSong
PO Box 15388
Seattle, WA 98115

ITEM #

City

State

Zip Code

Telephone Number (Required)
E-mail Address (Used for order confirmation)
n Mail Preference Service: Please do not make my name available to other mail-order companies.

SHIP TO

actual size

SHIPPING AND PROCESSING
CHARGES
Order Value
Up to $25

Name
Address

$

25.01–$50

Please provide a physical address (no PO Boxes) for orders over $200.

$

50.01–$75

City

State

J10030

J10020

J13670

J10532

$

100.01– 150

$

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

SIZE/COLOR

$

QTY.

PRICE 		

12.95

150.01–$200

$

200.01 +

$

16.95

NEW! UNDER

18.95

n Visa n MasterCard n Discover n American Express
n Money Order n Gift Certificate n Check*

Walk under the garden arbor
feeling buoyant as amber
blossoms bloom all around.
Deep teal defines a path through
flowers in this refreshing
coverup—lightweight sleeveless
dress featuring a deeply-curved
hem. Imported. Rayon; hand
wash. One size.
A50307 Teal and Amber
Popover Dress $28

TOTAL PRICE

Expiration Date

NEW! J10744

NEW! J10735

Express Delivery Add to Standard Delivery charges.
n 3-4 Day Service: ADD $6 n 2 Day Service: ADD $9
n Next Day Service: ADD $20
Please call to confirm availability of Express Delivery services. No PO Boxes. Not
available on international orders. Higher charges apply for Express Delivery to AK,
HI, PR, APO/FPO and for heavy orders; call for quote.

NEW! J10759

Delivery Surcharge
Subtotal
Sales Tax

Signature
Date

Total Amount
GIFT SERVICES

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

If you have any special concerns about your order, or for
assistance with refunds, replacement or exchange, please call
Customer Service at 800-207-4256, Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Pacific Time).

Gift wrap is available for $5 per
item. We will include a gift tag
inscribed in Celtic lettering with
your message. Please allow an
extra day for gift-wrap service.
Some large or bulky items, and
those shipped directly from
our suppliers, cannot be giftwrapped.

Returns and Exchanges: We want you to be happy with your
purchase. If you are not satisfied with your order for any reason,
you may return it within 60 days for an exchange or refund of
the merchandise price. Shipping and processing charges are
non-refundable, and the cost of return shipping will be paid by
the customer. Personalized items and opened shrink-wrapped
items (such as CDs, perfumes and card decks) are not returnable.
Shoes that show any sign of wear are not returnable. If returned
merchandise requires cleaning or repair, we reserve the right
to charge a re-stocking fee. We may, at our discretion, refuse to
refund if goods are returned in unsaleable condition. When you
return an item, please be sure it is in new condition and include a
copy of the invoice in the box. See the invoice in your shipment for
more information on shipping your return. Send returns to:

Standard Delivery: Standard Ground Delivery is via UPS or USPS
and averages 5-10 business days from the day it is shipped.
Express Delivery: Express Delivery is available on most items
when shipped to a street address. Some large or heavy items
cannot be sent Express. Saturday and Sunday are not delivery
days and are not included in calculating the number of days in
transit. Additional charges will apply for orders delivered to AK, HI,
APO/FPO and all US territories; please contact Customer Service
for the rate. Please place your order before 12 noon Pacific Time
Monday–Friday for same-day shipping.
International: Please call us at +1-206-526-0648 or order online
at gaelsong.com. For delivery outside the US, your account will
be charged actual postage and insurance, plus our standard
shipping and processing fees. The customer is responsible for any
applicable taxes and duties.
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NEW! J10761

CUSTOMER SERVICE QUESTIONS?

Gift certificates are available
for any amount $25 and over.
There is no shipping charge for gift certificates.

WE RESPECT YOUR PRIVACY

EExample only.
Actual gift wrap
may vary.

We never give out our customers’ telephone numbers or
e-mail addresses. Occasionally, we make our mailing list names
and addresses available to companies whose products may
be of interest to our customers. If you prefer not to receive their
mailings, please notify us at the time you place your order, or by
checking the “Mail Preference Service” box above. You may also
register your preferences online at www.catalogchoice.org.

Prices in this catalog are guaranteed through
June 30, 2020. However, we reserve the right to
correct pricing errors at any time.

GaelSong Returns Processing
1314 NE 56th St, Suite 200
Seattle, WA 98105
Damage claims must be made within 7 days.
If you receive a damaged item, please save all packaging
materials, including the shipping box, and call Customer Service
at 800-207-4256 for further instructions.

gaelsong.com

J10671

Tiny sterling silver stud earrings
to match your many Celtic moods.
J10210 Tiny Heart Knot Studs $25
J10474 Crescent Moon Studs $16
J10040 Triple Spiral Studs $20
J10030 Trinity Knot Studs $25
J10020 Elemental Cross Studs $20
J13650 Triple Wave Studs $25
J13670 Dragon Studs $20
J10532 Square Knot Studs $16
J10624 Newgrange Studs $16
J10398 Two-Tone Bird Studs $17
J10666 Owl Studs $16
J10671 Horse Studs $18
NEW! J10744 Fierce Unicorn Studs $16
NEW! J10735 Happy Man in the Moon
Studs $16
NEW! J10758 Buxom Mermaid
Studs $20
NEW! J10759 Lucky Horseshoe
Studs $20
NEW! J10761 Anchor Studs $18
NEW! J10762 Cat Face Studs $14

NEW! J10762

SEE THE WORLD

A magnifier to show you more of the world, a
key to take you back home again. Decorative
keychain fob opens to reveal a magnifying
glass. Sturdy keyring has clip for belt loop or
bag. 1¼" diameter. Choose Tree of Life, silver
Owl, gold Dragonfly or silver Anchor.
B90029 Magnifier Keychain $18

BETTER TOGETHER

SIZE CHARTS
Please see our website for available size charts, per item, or
contact our Customer Service Department at 800-207-4256 for
assistance.

J10666

TINY STUDS

NEW! J10758

Shipping and Processing (Per address. See table above)

*Orders paid by personal check will be held for up to 3 weeks pending final confirmation that funds
have been released to our bank. For time-sensitive orders, we recommend using an alternative form of
payment, such as credit card or money order. Returned checks incur a $45 fee. Please provide your
daytime phone number to minimize delay.

J10398

THE ARBOR

I changed to green/blue
with a touch of yellow to
brighten it. Tried to get
the sterlingProduct
to popSubtotal
without
Gift Wrap ($5 per item)
going too dark :-)

METHOD OF PAYMENT

J10624

14.95

$

GIFT WRAP

8.95

10.95

$

$

$

Most orders ship within 1-2 business days of receipt. We will notify
you in the event of delay (please provide your phone number or
e-mail address.) Some large or heavy items will incur a delivery
surcharge. Shipping and processing charges are not refundable.

J13650

Add
6.95

75.01–$100

$

Gift Message

SHIPPING INFORMATION

J10040

$

$

Zip Code

Gift Wrap is available for $5 per item, except where noted. Allow 1 extra day for delivery.

Print Name		

J10474

J10210

Standard Delivery

(if different from "Ordered By")

Credit Card Number

all studs shown actual size

Owl

1.800.205.5790

Dragonfly

Anchor

It’s better with two! A pair of bunnies head for an
afternoon’s outing in their leaf boat. 3½" long.
D21051 Two Bunnies on a Leaf $16

25

50%
off

Druid's Oak

Knotwork

30% off

Leather-clad hard rubber case. Plus sizes
fit iPhone 6 Plus, 7 Plus, 8 Plus, XS Max,
XR. Regular-sized case fits iPhone 6, 6S, 7,
8, X, XS. Druid's Oak or Celtic
Knotwork. Made in USA.
C14073 iPhone Case
(Regular) $34.30 $49
C14074 iPhone Case (Plus) $34.30 $49

60% off

40% off

Finely crafted with convenient pockets, smocked
back, crocheted trim on bodice. Approx. 51"
long. Imported. Crinkle rayon with cotton lining;
machine wash. Sizes S-XXL. By April Cornell.
Decorative, not for liquid. Resin; 4" high.
A50003 Rambling Rose
D21028 Good Morning Dragon $16.80 $28
Tiered Dress $52.00 $130

Clearance Sale

Up to 70% off!

Open jacket; no
closures. Imported.
Polyester/spandex;
machine wash or dry
clean. Sizes S-XL.
A40127 Black Velvet
Embroidered Jacket
$
80 $160

Natural
Winter Sky

50% off

Genuine moonstones on
sterling silver cross.
On 18" chain.
J30032 Rustic Moonstone
Cross $40.00 $80

50% off
Sterlling silver with deep
green stone. Sizes 6-10.
Ireland.
J70063 Open Knotwork
Ring $60 $120

70% off

60% off

1/4-length zipper with an authentic leather pull.
Merino wool. Hand wash. Sizes S-XXL. Ireland.
A20197 Quarter-Zip Aran Pullover $68.00 $170

With attached cami. Approx. 25” long. Imported.
Viscose/elastane/polyester; machine wash, line dry.
Sizes S-XL.
A60403 Birds of Happiness Top $19.50 $65

40% off
30% off

Bronze-finish heavyweight resin with subtle handpainted details. 14½" long x 6½" high.
Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
D20005 Wolf Trio Sculpture $77.00 $110

S8

shown at
3/4 actual size

40% off

Necklet adjusts 17-20". Sold as a set with
coordinating drop earrings.
J90005 Faceted Teal Jewelry Set $19.20 $32

Sale prices valid while quantities last. Sale prices not valid in combination with other promotions or discounts.

gaelsong.com

Sterling silver knotwork jewelry. Made in Ireland.
Earrings 1¼" long. Necklet 18" long. Gift-boxed.
J10724 Twisty Celtic Knot Earrings $39.00 $65
J21047 Twisty Celtic Knot Necklet $54.00 $90

1.800.205.5790

50% off

Approx. 30” long. 100% super-soft merino wool;
hand wash. Sizes S-XXL. Made in Ireland.
In Winter Sky or Natural.
A20166 Fit & Flare Cardigan $87.50 $175

60%
off
Bronze-finished resin with brass
and copper tints. 3¾" tall.
D21121 Steampunk Owl $10.00 $25

Hurry, extremely limited quantities available!

S1

70%
off

actual size

shown at
3/4 actual size

Pair of glitter-dusted birds with
adjustable feet. 5½" high.
D21146 Two Birds in Hats
$
6.30 $21

30% off

Peridot and sterling silver. 1¼" sterling silver pendant on 18" chain;
matching earrings measure 1¼".
J10606 Reaching Branches Earrings $33.60 $48
J20885 Reaching Branches Pendant $52.50 $75

60%
off
One glitter-dusted owl, facing random
direction. Adjustable feet. 6" high.
D21157 Owl by Moonlight $8.40 $21

50%
off

30% off

Necklet adjusts 16-19".
Sold as a set with
coordinating earrings.
J90053 Black & Silver
Sparkly Necklet and
Earrings Set $19.20 $32

Hand-carved bone with garnet accents.
Measures 2" on 18" braided satin cord.
J20836 Carved Owl Spirit Pendant $52.50 $75

60% off

Fully lined, front pockets, hook-and-eye closures. 26"
long. Polyester; hand wash. Imported. Sizes S-XL.
A40181 Faux Fur Hoodie Vest $44 $110

60% off

High-low hem, approx. 30" at longest. Polyester
with a touch of spandex; machine wash.
Imported. Sizes S-XXL.
A60352 Branch Silhouette Top $20.80 $52

40% off
Shoulder bag with sporran change purse.
Bag interior 7" x 8"; removable strap adjusts
24-45". Acrylic/wool, with cotton lining.
B40111 Kilt & Sporran Purse $24.00 $40

50% off
actual size
fabric swatch

50% off

50% off

Fox approx. 15" across, 12" high at tips of ears. Fawn 18" across from
ear to tail, 13½" high. Handmade in Nepal, expect variation. Fair Trade.
100% natural wool; non-toxic dyes. Not for children under 3.
D50057 Fox Pillow $32.50 $65 | D50058 Fawn Pillow $32.50 $65

S2

100% wool pile. Black or white. 5½" high, 7"
nose to tail. Ages 3 and up. Made in E.U.
D21133 Little Lamb $10.50 $21

6½" high, stopper in bottom.
D21176 Ceramic Lamb Bank
$
17 $34

Sale prices valid while quantities last. Sale prices not valid in combination with other promotions or discounts.

gaelsong.com

No fasteners; princess seaming. Stretchy knit lining
under vivid red lace. Approx. 40" long.
Nylon/spandex; machine wash. Imported.
Sizes XS-XL, 1X, 2X, 3X.
A50222 Off-the-Shoulder Lace Dress $55.00 $110

1.800.205.5790

50% off

Patch pockets. 30" long. Imported. Polyester;
hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A20163 Colorful Open-front Cardigan $46 $92

40% off

Front pockets. 28" inseam. Imported. 65%
cotton/35% polyester; machine wash. Sizes S-XXL.
A70077 Houndstooth Ankle Pants $25.20 $42

Hurry, extremely limited quantities available!

S3

30% off

Leather-like front with metal buckles Stretch
elastic. Sizes S-XL; wear at natural waist.
B20009 Ornate Buckled Stretchy Belt $22.40 $32

40% off

Wool. With removable shoulder strap.
Faux leather. 5" x 11" x 11" high.
B40035 Autumn Plaid Bag $88.80 $148

30% off

6¼” high, heavyweight pewter-finish resin.
Mounting hardware included.
D92411 John Barleycorn Bottle Opener $25.20 $36

60% off

50% off

Bronze-finished with hand-tinted highlights. 12¼"
high, 8” wide to point of arrow. No rush delivery.
D21122 Robin Hood Statue $36 $72

40% off

Brass spirals with chalcedony stone. Chain with
clear sparkling crystals, adjusts 28-31".
J20969 Spirals & Chalcedony Necklace $14.40 $24

50% off

19" long. 100% Shetland wool with faux-leather
buckles; dry clean. Sizes XS–XL; runs small—
order one size up. Made in Scotland.
A50183 Plaid Skirt $80 $160

Front handwarmer pockets. About 24" long. Imported. Polyester/acrylic/cotton; hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A30027 Pieced Color-Block Hoodie Sweater
$
39.20 $98
Romantic Red

Emerald Green

Royal Blue

60% off

Stretchy mid-weight knit with soutache flowers.
Side-seam pockets. Approx. 33" long. Viscose/
nylon/spandex; dry clean. Sizes S-XL. Made in USA.
A40138 Knit Coat with Soutache Flowers $70 $175

S4

30% off

Approx. 29" long. Polyester; hand wash.
Imported. Sizes S-XL.
A60172 Autumn Leaves Top $66.50 $95

40% off

Approx. 32" long. Cotton/polyester; hand wash.
Imported. Sizes S-XL.
A50247 Blue Roses Embroidered Top $42 $70

Sale prices valid while quantities last. Sale prices not valid in combination with other promotions or discounts.

gaelsong.com

30% off

24" from collar to hem. Polyester; hand wash.
Imported. Sizes S/M, L/XL.
A20066 Plaid Poncho $47.60 $68

1.800.205.5790

40% off

Open jacket; no closures. Imported. Polyester/
spandex; dry clean. Sizes S-XL.
A40166 Midnight-Blue Velvet Embroidered Jacket
$
96 $160

30% off

Viscose rayon jersey knit, with black nylon net.
Hand wash. Imported. 40” long, sizes S-XL, 2X, 3X.
In Royal Blue, Romantic Red or Emerald Green.
A50026 Festive Dress $68.60 $98

Hurry, extremely limited quantities available!

S5

50% off

Waist buckle, interior button. 35" long. Polyester;
hand wash or dry clean. Imported. Sizes S-XL.
A40168 Buckled Riding Jacket $49 $98

60% off

Lined bodice and skirt. Approx. 33" long. Imported.
Polyester; machine wash. Sizes S-XXL.
A50102 Flowery Dress $26 $65

50% off

Ultra-soft polyester/spandex; machine wash.
38" long. Sizes S/M, L/XL, 2X/3X.
A90007 Lounge Hoodie $49.50 $99

60% off
Brass beads on ties. Cupro/viscose;
machine wash. Imported. Sizes S-XXL.
A60287 Birds and Flowers Top $25.60 $64

40% off

Princess seams, high-low hem, semi-sheer godets
at hemline. Approx. 27" long. Polyester/rayon;
hand wash. Imported. Sizes S-XL.
A60375 Vivid Swing Top $39 $65

30% off

Imported. Poly/rayon/spandex; machine wash.
Sizes S-XL.
A60392 Lace & Ribbon Waffle-Weave Top
$
50.40 $72

Shadow

Merlot

30% off

Lightweight polyester/rayon; machine wash. Nepal;
fair trade. S/M, L/XL, XXL. Merlot, Grey or Black.
A40098 Ripple-Knit Cardigan $42 $60

S6

50% off

Embroidered velvet with high-low hem, side vents.
3/4-length sleeves. Approx. 29" at longest.
Polyester/spandex; hand wash or dry clean.
Imported. Sizes S-XL.
A60318 Amethyst Velvet Tunic $44.50 $89

60% off

Variegated grey and white striping, embroidered
flowers. Front pockets, elastic waist with drawstring.
30" inseam. Imported. Lightweight woven cotton;
hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A70099 Embroidered Striped Pants $38.40 $96

Sale prices valid while quantities last. Sale prices not valid in combination with other promotions or discounts.

gaelsong.com

30% off

Approx. 33" long in back. Polyester/rayon/spandex;
machine wash. Sizes S-XL. Made in USA.
In Winter White or Shadow.
A60364 Winter Branches Tunic $66.50 $95

1.800.205.5790

50% off

3/4-length sleeves. Approx. 31" at longest. Soft
polyester knit with a touch of spandex;
machine wash. Imported. Sizes S-XXL.
A60362 Frond Top $19.50 $39

60% off

Burn-out velvet; lined in soft jersey. Approx. 26"
along center back. Imported. Nylon/poly/spandex;
hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A60295 Paisley Velvet Tunic $44 $110

Hurry, extremely limited quantities available!

S7

Forest Enchantment

RAVEN ON THE WING

WOLF SPIRIT

SPIRIT OF THE WOODS

The Green Lady, aspect of the greenwood, appears
among the leaves, a peaceful presence watching over the
forest. Feel the spirit of the forest with this magnificent
necklace, leaves and crystals in varied greens on
an antiqued brass-tone chain. Adjusts from
16-20". Comes as a set with coordinating
post earrings.
J90006 Greenwood Necklet
and Earrings Set $28

The spirit of the wolf watches over
forest and mountain; it is in the wind
over the plains and the sky above the
desert. Invoke the energy of the wolf
with this pin, a watchful sterling silver
wolf surrounded by an unbroken ring
of shining brass. Made in USA.
J60072 Wolf Spirit Pin $72

actual size

actual size

The raven is known in many cultures
as a messenger between the spirit and
earthly worlds. This raven flies with
purpose, bringing a message known
only to her. Highly detailed sterling
silver pendant, adorned in black
enamel and tiny black crystals, on an
18" satin cord.
J20323 Flying Raven Pendant $50

WOODLAND SPARKLE

Woodland animals usually blend in
with their surroundings, but these
creatures shine with crystal highlights.
Each wee enameled-metal animal is a tiny box
with magnetic closure. Choose from
barn owl, squirrel or fox. Fox 2" long, squirrel and
owl 1¼" high.
D24058 Tiny Barn Owl Box $22
D24061 Tiny Squirrel Box $22
D24062 Tiny Fox Box $22
SAVE 10%! Buy two or more

earrings shown
actual size

FOX APPEAL
NEW! WOODLAND FESTIVAL

A squirrel playing the penny whistle, a hedgehog sporting a crown
of flowers, a pair of hares dancing in wellies—this merry band frolics
among giant flowers, in celebration of the joys of summer. 40" x 68".
Polyester. Designed in Scotland.
B30121 Woodland Festival Scarf $36

RHIANNON

Rhiannon appears by magic on a horse
that none can catch unless she allows it.
Riding sidesaddle, she appears to move
with slow grace over the turf,
yet she and her horse
outpace all pursuers. A
magnificent depiction
of legendary power
and enchantment,
in a finely detailed
bronze-finished
statue with hand-tinted
highlights. 10½" high,
11" at widest. Gift wrap and
rush delivery are not available.
D21124 Rhiannon Statue $89
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NEW! FOREST MAGIC

Clever baby foxes are
seeking a warm, snug
shelter—watch them charm
their way right into your
home. Adorable, fluffy fox
ornaments stand 3½" and
4¼" high. Polyester.
Set of two.
D21135 Pair of Foxes $18

The forest is alive with magic. Wend your way
along twisting woodland paths, guided on your
quest by witches, faeries, beasts, and others
who hold the wisdom of nature. Illustrated
by Lunaea Weatherstone, book by Meraylah
Allwood. Boxed set of cards and 240-page
guidebook. 5" x 8".
M60012 Forest of Enchantment Tarot $29.99

WHAT DOES THE FOX DREAM?

BE PREPARED

Head out on adventures with this belt pack to carry necessities and
collect small treasures. Made of durable canvas, featuring three outer
pockets with snap covers and interior zips, concealed long zippered
pocket on body side. Quick-release squeeze buckle adjusts from 36"46". The earthy-green tone, spiral pattern, and asymmetrical lines give
this pack funky fashion as well as function! Also in Playful Purple.
B40096 Spiral Belt Pack $36

Sly little fox seems to be sleeping, but she has an eye on your
things. Hand-painted leather purse has zipper closure under
snap flap; adjustable strap is 42-53".
Measures 5" x 7". Coin purse has
removable wrist strap and zipper
closure; 3½" x 4½".
B40118 Fox Phone Purse $54
B40046 Fox Coin Purse $18

NEW! GOLDEN AFTERNOONS

The burnished golden glow of a late summer afternoon. Feel the relaxed
bliss of sunset-watching in this airy top, a glorious shade of golden saffron.
Airy A-line shape is embellished with a ruffle at collar and vertical buttons
on the sides. Imported. Viscose/nylon; hand wash. Sizes XS-XXL.
A60511 Saffron Top with Ruffled Collar $68

THE KEY TO THE
MYSTERY

A raven waits on a branch
peering intently at—what? Is
that a key around her neck?
Will you ever know what
secrets it unlocks? Enigmatic
raven stands 5" tall, 5" wide.
D21173 Raven with Golden
Key $27

Playful Purple
Earthy
Green

gaelsong.com

1.800.205.5790
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STAY IN TOUCH

NEW! SHIMMERING

Head out with just a few necessities—including,
of course, your phone. As you wander, check in
quickly with this purse; clear phone pocket in
back is touch-sensitive. 4½" x 7", with a 45" strap.
Zip closure, Celtic medallion.
Vegan leather.
B40109 Celtic Phone Purse $45

LIGHT

Willow leaves shimmer in the
light reflecting off a pond, a
moment of serenity. Richlycolored niobium leaves
combine with bohemian
glass beads. Earwires
and necklace chain are
gold over sterling silver.
Handmade in USA by Holly
Yashi. Necklace adjusts 18-32".
J10757 Willow Leaf Earrings $60
J21076 Willow Leaf Necklace $140
shown at
3/4 actual size

NEW! FLOWERS FOR

SUNSHINE AND DAISIES

YOUR HAIR

A sunny meadow carpeted with tiny
daisies is an invitation to spend a bright
afternoon making flower necklaces.
Tiny daisies brighten your day any
time with this shining jewelry, in
sterling silver highlighted with 14k
gold. Pendant on 18" chain.
J10649 Daisy Studs $35
J20922 Daisy Pendant $40

EXCLUSIVE! Sweep your hair back
and hold it with a tiny bouquet.
Graceful flowers and glimmering glass
beads in shades of pale green adorn
this ponytail holder; sturdy elastic for
all thicknesses of hair. Made in USA by
Colleen Toland.
J40026 Green Rose Ponytail Tie $22

actual size

YOURS ONLY RING
actual size

Engraved with a brief sentiment, the poesy ring
is a traditional token of affection, sometimes
used as a wedding band. This reproduction
from an original in the British Museum is
encircled in a delicate pattern of Celtic
knotwork and is inscribed inside with the
medieval message “yovrs onli.” Sterling silver,
in whole and half sizes 5-12. Made in USA.
J75160 Yours Only Ring $55

NEW! LACY DAISIES

The simple delight of a field
of daisies is reflected in this
sweater—soft knit open-front
cardigan, that reveals airy
daisy-strewn lace in back.
Imported. Viscose/nylon;
machine wash. Sizes
XS-XXL.
A60513 Lacy Daisy
Sweater $68

NEW! ETHEREAL

BLOOMS

EXCLUSIVE! Radiant, serene
and comfortable—an ethereal
swirl of lightly shimmering
chiffon floating around you,
a cascade of embroidered
flowers, and the quiet comfort
of the soft knit inner dress.
Matching topper has knit
sleeves and back, with chiffon
front to tie or let float free.
Dress approx. 50" long in
back. Imported. Polyester/
rayon; hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A50316 Pale Sage Layered
Dress $110
A60491 Pale Sage Topper $65

reverse

NEW! COOL

EMERALD

The spirit of the forest can be
sensed in the quiet flutter of
leaves, the coolness among
the trees. Move like the spirit
of the forest, a-swirl in layers of
rippling green. Cascading tiers
of shimmering, silky cupro
rayon flutter gently in this
maxi-dress of quiet impact.
Machine wash. Approx. 50"
long. Sizes S-XXL. Made in
USA by CMC Click.
A50297 Emerald Tiered
Maxi-Dress $175

IRISH MERMAID

Are there Irish mermaids? It
appears so—this red-haired lass
of the deep, in emerald green,
has added a trinity-knot flourish
to her tail, and plays a glittering
golden Irish harp. 4" high
hanging ornament.
D90117 Irish Mermaid $15

WALKING IN THE RAIN

28

Be beautifully prepared for rain! This reversible rain cape with hood keeps
you dry in style, packs small into included pouch to keep in desk or bag.
Perfect for travel! Brighten a rainy day with a William Morris floral pattern,
reversible to clear-skies blue. Button closure at neck, magnetic connectors
hold closed at elbow. 29" long. Imported. Polyester; machine wash. One size.
A10033 Rain Cape $78

gaelsong.com

1.800.205.5790
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THE WINGS OF AN ANGEL
A prayer for an angel to watch over you,
enfolding you in loving wings. A pair of
celestial wings, folded peacefully over
each other, offers a loving benediction.
Sterling silver; pendant on 18" chain.
J10456 Angel Wings Earrings $25
J20782 Angel Wings Pendant $60

actual size

I bind to myself today: God’s power to guide
me, God’s might to uphold me, God’s wisdom to teach
me, God’s eye to watch over me, God’s ear to hear me...
A moebius strip is a two-dimensional surface with only one side, a
loop that truly never ends. This bracelet has the prayer of St. Patrick
running across the entire moebius-shaped surface, a fitting homage
to the power of the infinite. Sterling silver. Made in USA.
J52180 St. Patrick’s Prayer Bracelet $120

NEW! EWE & HIM

EXCLUSIVE! There are two sides to many subjects, even to sheep. Display this
pillow with the image of a charming sheep, a flower in her ear, or flip it for a view
of a handsome ram. Can’t decide? Get two pillows to show both at once. 18” x
18”. Made in USA. Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
D50053 Ewe/Ram Pillow $35
SAVE $10! Buy two for $60
actual size

ROCK OF AGES

Stone from the very land of
Ireland—Connemara marble—
sits at the heart of this Celtic
cross, a statement of faith
solid as a rock. The arms
of the cross gleam and
glitter with marcasite, the
distinctive ring glows silver.
A uniquely Irish sterling silver
pendant on 18" chain.
J30031 Connemara Marble
Celtic Cross $89

MARK OF DISTINCTION

actual size

A MOMENT OF
PEACE
TRINITY

A trinity knot centers this
cross, invoking the lasting
union of Father, Son and Holy
Spirit, shining for eternity.
Sterling silver on 18" chain.
J30017 Trinity Knot
Cross $45

The lion rampant, the royal emblem of
Scottish kings, makes an adornment of quiet
distinction. Golden lion and eternal knotwork
gleam against dark oxidized silver, trimmed
with polished silver for a statement of elegant
nobility. Sterling and 10k gold. Designed by Keith Jack. Sizes 5-15.
J70042 Scottish Lion Rampant Ring $295

As an angel serenely waits, a
dove of peace briefly alights
on her hand. They share a
moment of quiet connection
before the dove takes flight.
Cold-cast bronze; for indoor
use only. 5½" tall.
D20018 Sitting Angel with
Dove $42

Elegant thistles, the revered
emblem of Scotland, bloom with
a shining heart of genuine amethyst.
Finely-detailed sterling silver; pendant on 18" chain.
J10266 Amethyst Thistle Earrings $85
actual size
J20489 Amethyst Thistle Pendant $55
SAVE $20! Buy both for $120

ENAMELED PILL BOXES

Forsake the plastic bottle from the
Swirly Star
Red Triskelion
Emerald Celtic Cross
pharmacy and carry your remedies in
(Large size only)
(Large size only)
(Large size only)
a decorative metallic pill box. Hinged
top fastens securely over a plastic-lined compartment deep enough to store even the largest tablets.
Large size has a compartment divided into three equal sections to organize your capsules.
Standard size available in six designs as shown; large size available in Emerald Celtic
Cross, Triskelion (Red or Amethyst) or Swirly Star.
D24010 Enameled Pill Box $25 | D24000 Large Pill Box $30
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Cat Lovers
(Standard only)

Shamrock
(Standard only)

Triskelion
(Standard only)

Trinity Heart
(Standard only)

REMEMBER

A symbol of remembrance, the elegant,
simple form of the poppy is here presented,
blossom and leaf, in a sterling silver pin.
J60053 Poppy Pin $45
actual size

SCOTTISH THISTLES

Large Amethyst
Triskelion
actual size

Eternal Knot
(Standard only)

TOAST TO THE SCOTS

Here’s tae the heath, the hill and the heather,
The bonnet, the plaid, the kilt and the feather.
—Scottish toast
Enjoy your finest whisky from these shot glasses decorated with
Scottish thistle or with a stag and thistle. Glass is separate from
pewter base for easy cleaning. 33⁄4" high, holds 2 oz. Made in UK.
D63021 Thistle Shot Glass $30 | D63022 Stag Shot Glass $30

actual size

ST. PATRICK’S PRAYER

actual size

reversible!

TAKE TEA IN SCOTLAND

Take a wee trip to Scotland whenever you make a nice cup of tea. Bone China
mugs and tea bag holders feature a fabled Highland cow or Scottish thistle.
Each says “Scotland” to take your heart to the Highlands.
D63027 Thistle Mug, 11oz. $15 | D68027 Thistle Tea Bag Holder $8
D63032 Cow Mug, 13oz. $15 | D68026 Cow Tea Bag Holder $8
SAVE $5! Buy a Mug and matching Tea Bag Holder for $18

Standard Thistle
actual size

gaelsong.com
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HIGHLAND
WARMTH

Invite a bit of the
Highlands to your
home. Woven in
the small Scottish
village of Keith, these
warm wool throws
feature a Highland
cow or wild hare.
Jacquard-woven
throw reverses—one
side shows animals
in color on an offwhite background,
the other off-white
animals on a color
background.
Fringed; measures
62" x 54" plus
fringe. 100% merino wool. Made
in Scotland.
D50071 Highlands Throw—Cow $179
D50072 Highlands Throw—Hare $179
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NEW! WATERCOLOR

GARDEN

DRESS TO IMPRESS

Wrap yourself in flowers! An artistic
garden of watercolor flowers
blooms on this soft, airy scarf.
Lightly fringed ends, 72” x 34”.
Polyester.
B30117 Watercolor Flowers
Scarf $24

The peacock’s tail is an extravagant
creation of nature—its only
purpose to be alluring. Attract
attention with this impressive
peacock of colorful iridescent
crystal in an Art Nouveau
style brooch. With sturdy
pin suitable for heavier
fabrics; can also be worn as
a pendant. 5¼" long.
J20672 Peacock Pin $30

actual size

actual size

NEW! ELEMENTS OF

THE GODDESS

Sun, water, wind: the
elements of the summer
goddess. Revel in the sun
and relax in the breeze with
this silky top—woven collar
touched with a sparkle of
gold tops a sheer drift of
Aegean blue. Comfortable
stretchy knit lining. Silk/
viscose; lining viscose/
elastane; machine wash.
Made in Italy. Sizes S-XL.
A60506 Summer Goddess
Top $70

DANCE OF LIGHT

Like sunlight playing on rippling
leaves, color dances in these dots of
labradorite. Natural stone, colors will
vary widely. Gold-plated sterling silver.
Necklace adjusts 16-18".
J10699 Dance of Labradorite
Earrings $75
J21057 Dance of Labradorite
Necklace $65

NEW! WATER LILIES

NEW! SWING & SWAY
NEW! PICTURE

POSTCARD

Greetings from the seaside!
Holidays spent strolling the
beach, evenings dancing at
the boardwalk pavilion. This
gauzy layered dress with
ruffled hem brings to mind
classic vacation times in the
sun. Approx. 40" long. Cotton/
linen/elastane; machine wash.
Made in Italy. Sizes S-XL.
A50334 Polka Dot Dress $85

IN BLOOM

EXCLUSIVE! Shimmy through your
day or evening in this artful tunic,
inspired by the time of dance
bands and supper clubs. Art
Deco lace panels combine
with scalloped tiers of looped
fringe that will make you
want to dance. Soft knit
lining. Imported. Polyester; hand
wash. Sizes S-XL.
A50329 Art Deco Lace Tunic $96
actual size

NEW! SHINING SPIRIT

Follow the butterfly to sunshine, your
spirit soaring free in the open air. Shining
antiqued copper butterfly brooch, sparkling
with blue crystals, brings the joy of sun and
sky. Handmade in USA by Sarah Nagle.
J60074 Copper Butterfly Brooch $80
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Surround yourself in the
exuberant glory of water
lilies in sunlit shades of
white and peach, floating
on an ultramarine blue
pond. Extravagant flowers
bloom on light, sheer silk
chiffon in this loose and
swingy top, a simple shape
with beautifully draping
hem and raglan sleeves.
Comfortable jersey knit
lining. Imported. Silk and
viscose; hand wash. One
size; fits up to 2X. Made
in Italy.
A60323 Water Lilies
Silk Topper $95
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THAT WHICH ENDURES

JEWELED DRAGONFLY

A meditation on the eternal, this trinity knot
interweaves with a circle of marcasite, for a more
complex contemplation of love, truth and all that
endures through time. Sterling silver pendant on
18" chain; coordinating earrings. Ireland.
J20562 Encircled Trinity Knot Pendant $75
J10338 Encircled Trinity Knot Earrings $95
(see earrings at gaelsong.com)

The dragonfly shimmers with jewel tones as it skims over brook
and pond. The dramatic colors of this dragonfly jewelry—deep
shades of green, blue and purple—sparkle with crystals to
capture the radiance of the dragonfly in flight. Necklet with
antiqued chain adjusts 16-17". Latch-back earrings. Handmade
in USA by Anne Koplik.
J10657 Dragonfly Earrings $35 | J20936 Dragonfly Necklet $75

actual size

JOURNEY OF LIFE

NEW! A FAIR WIND

Set sail for summer! The
buoyant pleasure of sailing
across open water inspires this
top. Tied-fast open sleeves
catch the breeze, crinkle
cotton keeps you cool under
clear skies. Loose-fitting
tunic top features boat
neck, side vents on
hem. Imported. Cotton;
machine wash. Sizes
S-XL, 1X, 2X.
A60384 Turquoise
Open Sleeve Top $79

MOONLIGHT SPARKLES

The quiet drama of a midnight ocean, moonlight
sparkling on the gently rolling waves, is reflected
in this necklace. Multiple strands of deep blue
crystals sparkle with each subtle movement, while
suspended at the center, a dramatic luminous
mother-of-pearl pendant glows. 17" long; strong
magnetic clasp. Sold as a set with coordinating
latchback drop earrings.
J90009 Midnight Ocean Necklace and Earrings Set $80

“The journey is the destination—life is a beautiful ride.” Emblazoned
with a bicycle, this bag carries a reminder to enjoy the journey of life.
Made of recycled canvas military tents. Zip top, one zip interior pocket,
zip pocket in
front and one
on the stencildecorated back.
11" wide x 9½"
high; leather and
canvas strap
adjusts to 50".
B40136 The
Beautiful Ride
Bag $55

WARM SERENITY

FOR A RAINY DAY

A flight of dragonflies brightens a rainy day! In a vibrant pattern of blues and
purples inspired by Tiffany stained glass, this umbrella folds to 12" long, opens
to 24" high, 48" across. Matching cloth tote has zip top, one zip and one open
pocket. 19½" x 14½" x 6". Gift wrap and rush delivery not available for tote.
B90036 Dragonfly Umbrella $30
B40054 Dragonfly Tote $42

actual size

NEW! TRUE BLUE

EXCLUSIVE! Classic navy blue
takes an artful form in this
stretchy knit top, with ruching
on the sides for flattering
drape. Cap sleeves, jewel
neck. Rayon/spandex; machine
wash. Sizes S-XL, 1X, 2X, 3X. Made
in USA.
A60486 Ruched Navy Blue
Top $60

NEW! ERA OF ROMANCE

Walk through a dew-kissed early morning
garden, or linger by the water to watch
the sun go down. Stay cozy in this
exceptional take on the hoodie—
shirred lining turns the hood into
a graceful collar; half-moon
pocket openings repeat the
shirred trim. Zip jacket in
soft cotton with a touch of
spandex. Machine wash. 32"
long. Made in USA. Sizes
S-XXL. In Nebula, Blackberry,
Dark Olive or Raven.
A40021 Half-Moon
Pocket Hoodie $145

NEW! COOLER IN THE

SHADE

Take time to rest in the shade, admiring
the blooming flowers. These cool
linen pants in a muted dark blue are
a delightful aid to relaxation. Wide
legs for comfortable movement;
waistband is elastic in back, flat
in front, with sash in front to tie
in a pretty bow. Front pockets.
26" inseam. Linen; gentle
wash. Made in Italy. Sizes S/M
and L/XL.
A70087 Linen Pants
with Bow $70

Blackberry

The romance of a time gone by,
of stately homes and elaborate
gardens, is echoed in toilepatterned fabric. Great blue florals
on white bring an air of Regency
finery to this skirt; updated
with a modern fitted yoke that
slants at a rakish angle to a full,
swirly hem. Approx. 35" long.
Imported. Rayon; hand wash.
Sizes S-XL.
A50266 Blue & White Toile
Skirt $45

Dark Olive

Raven
Nebula
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WINGS OF
IMAGINATION

NEW! SWIRLS

Like puffs of wind on a sunny day,
light filigrees of silver swirl around
sky-blue chalcedony on these
swingy hook earrings. Sterling
silver and genuine chalcedony.
J10749 Chalcedony Filigree
Earrings $25

IN YOUR ELEMENT

Walk in the sun, linger by the
water, revel in the wind. Dress
for the elements in lightweight
crinkled cotton gauze, lettuce
edging rippling in the breeze.
Long layered dress is ideal for
all the elements of summer.
Approx. 50" long. 100% cotton;
machine wash. Imported. Sizes
XS-XL, 1X, 2X. In Cobalt, Raven
or Turquoise.
A50193 Elemental Gauze
Dress $99

Cobalt

Raven

Turquoise

Spread your wings and lift off
on a flight of imagination.
Magnificent wing-printed wrap
lets your spirit soar. 100%
organic cotton, 79" x 39".
Azure Blue or Raven.
B30115 Wings Wrap $80

actual size
Raven

Azure

NEW! AURA OF BLUE
Floating in the sky—
immerse yourself in a
serene aura of turquoise
blue. This airy mesh
3/4 sleeve jacket, with
waterfall front and
double-layered
ruffled hem, adds
a splash of color
to your day.
Imported.
Poly/
spandex;
machine
wash. Sizes
S-XXL.
A60393 Turquoise
Mesh Jacket $55

NEW! NESTLING

DRIFTING

The unpredictable shapes
of drifting wisps of clouds
inspire this top, knit in
curving bands that ripple
where they will. Two
patch pockets, elbow-length sleeve. 31"
long. Polyester/rayon;
machine wash. Made
in Nepal; fair trade.
Generously sized
S/M, L/XL, XXL.
A60294 Ripple Top 		
with Pockets $49

actual size

As if settling into a nest, this bird wraps
cozily around your finger, a shining
reminder of renewal in spring. Sterling
silver; sizes 5-10.
J70089 Bird Wrap Ring $45

NEW! EXOTIC

PLUMAGE
NEW! WITH FLOWERS STREWN AT YOUR FEET

GIVE ME A JINGLE

Ring out a cheerful note! Small
bell brings a happy accent
anywhere you want—use it
as a key ring, hang from a
ribbon, attach to a bag—goes
anywhere! Celtic knotwork
encircles this pewter bell, or
choose another Celtic-inspired
style. 1" tall, on ⅞" split ring.
D90052 Celtic Bell $16

Walk tall and proud, flowers strewn at your feet as on the path of a hero. A field
of turquoise-blue flowers forms the upper of these gladiator sandals. Laser-cut
leather with hand-painted detail, leather-wrapped cork heel. Comfort-padded
insole; cork footbed; rubber outsole. Zip closure on heel, elastic for stretch.
2¾" heel with ¾" platform. European (U.S.) sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 (6½7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 42 (10½-11). By Spring Footwear.
B70089 Turquoise Flower Gladiator Shoes $110

actual size

HAPPY FEET

Knotwork
Earth

Water
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Claddagh
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Air

A medley of intricate patterns,
like a display of feathered fans,
enlivens this stretchy top. Lightly
shaped, in a substantial knit that
moves with you but doesn’t cling.
Imported. Polyester/spandex;
machine wash. Sizes S-XXL.
A60417 Plumage Tank Top $27

Keep your feet warm and cheery, but
don’t make them dress alike!
Colorful socks are deliberately mis-matched—same
colors, but in different
places. Recycled cotton with
nylon and lycra. Machine wash. Sizes
S-XL. See more colors on gaelsong.
com. Made in USA.
A90021 Mixed-Up Socks $24
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By the Light of the Mystic Moon

actual size

EXCLUSIVE! The light of the
small crescent moon shines
brightly in the imagination, its
beauty illuminating the night sky.
Here, a golden crescent moon,
sparkling with crystals and a tiny
opal, shines in a clear night sky of
deep-blue sodalite stone. On 18"
gold-plated chain.
J20975 Sparkly Crescent Moon
Pendant $24

INTO THE
MYSTIC

EXCLUSIVE! Enter an
enchanted forest, and
let your heart fly into the
mystic. Envelop yourself
in the magic of Scottish
artist Keli Clark’s Into The
Mystic image. Intricately
woven tapestry draws you
into the entrancing vision
of the moon-lit glade.
All-cotton washable throw
is 51" x 68". Fully finished
and backed wallhanging
is 53% cotton/47% polyester. Hanging available in
two sizes: 26" x 36" or 35" x
53"; each comes with hanging rod and hardware. Gift
wrap and rush delivery are
not available. Made in USA.
D50590 Into the Mystic Wallhanging 26" x 36" $90 | 35" x 53" $160
D50560 Into the Mystic Throw $65

TO THE MOON AND BACK

“Love you to the moon and back.” These
celestially decorated bags carry a reminder
of your boundless love. Cotton zipper bag is
6½" x 8"; coin purse 4" x 3½".
B40079 Zipper Bag $18
B40074 Coin Purse $8

actual size

SEA OF TRANQUILITY

A serene moon beams, her pleasant visage
a wish for sweet dreams. Carved bone is polished to a luster and framed in sterling
silver. Pendant on 16-18" adjustable
satin cord. Ring in sizes 6-9. Handcrafted in Bali; fair trade.
J10583 Serene Moon Earrings $25
J20835 Serene Moon Pendant $45
J70043 Serene Moon Ring $40

Someone’s been stirring up mischief, but these kitties are as
innocent as can be. Three little cats assume the classic seeno-evil, hear-no-evil, speak-no-evil pose. Hand-painted resin
figurines, approx. 3½" high.
D21033 See-No-Evil Kitties, set of three $32
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IT’S IN THE STARS

The signs of the zodiac follow a path of constellations in the night sky. Celebrate
your sign with a necklet showing its constellation, or a pendant with the
classic zodiac symbol—or both! Sparkling cubic zirconia mark the stars in the
constellation; symbols are pavé CZ. 14k gold dipped. Chains adjust 16-18".
Please specify sign.
J21018 Zodiac Constellation Necklet $20 | J21039 Zodiac Symbol Pendant $20
SAVE $5! Buy both for $35
actual size

Like the moon and stars lighting
the night sky, silvery beads and
a shining eternal knot light up a
faceted drop of midnight black
onyx. Necklet adjusts 18-21".
J21002 Drop of Black Necklet $24

shown at
3/4 actual
size

Aquarius

Libra

WRAPPED AROUND
YOUR FINGER
Your cat knows she has you
wrapped around her finger—
or paw. You can wrap this
kitty around your finger with
this playful cat ring. Sterling
silver; whole sizes 5-8.
J70032 Cat Ring $45

actual size

DANCING AT
MIDNIGHT

actual size

NEW! NEW MOON

The sound of flute and fiddle in
the distance calls to you. Is it a
gathering of Travellers? Faerie
music? It’s time for adventure
and fun! Lavish folkloric
embroidery dress has a full
skirt that swirls and twirls. Skirt
is cut to handkerchief points,
then pieced with batiked
fabric and embroidery.
Corset tie on bodice, and
smocked back and waist
ties for ideal fit. 50" long.
Imported. Rayon; hand
wash. Free size fits S-L;
plus size fits 1X-2X.
A50227 Midnight
Swirl Dress $60

Even when the moon is dark,
she still watches over the
night. Carved onyx face of
the moon. Sterling silver ring,
sizes 5-10.
J70109 New Moon Ring $45

This kitty does not want to stay inside—take
these cat bags out for a walk. Phone bag
with removable straps can be a wristlet or
shoulder bag. Zipper closure under flap,
open pocket on back. 7" x 4¼". Cat coin
purse has zip closure under flap in
back, removable strap for use as
a wristlet. Hand-painted leather.
B40021 Black Cat
Coin Purse $18
B90092 Black Cat Phone
Bag $35

gaelsong.com

Aries

Taurus

Gemini

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

DROP OF MIDNIGHT

CAT’S OUT OF THE BAG

SUCH GOOD KITTIES

SHINE ON
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Scorpio

Sagittarius

Capricorn

Pisces

HIDDEN KNOWLEDGE

Keep the wise spirit of the owl close.
Seeing far into the night, the owl is said
to be the keeper of hidden knowledge
of the spirit world. Textured stoneware
owl pendant is accented with a wooden
bead. Leather cord adjusts from 17-19".
Handmade in Northern Ireland.
J20747 Stoneware Owl Pendant $20

NEW! FELINE MYSTIQUE

Fanciful cats in a magical world show
you a path to guide your consciousness.
Charming images by Paolo Barbieri
capture the mystique of the feline with
grace, impeccable detail, and subtle
humor. Boxed deck of 23 cards and
instruction book. 4" x 5¼".
M60023 Fantasy Cats Oracle $19.95
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Magical Thinking

ENCHANTMENT

After the enchantment, flowers bloomed at her touch…
Twining green vines bloom with mystical purple blossoms.
Sprinkled with sparkling dew-drop crystals, they entice
charming ladybugs and a butterfly. Antiqued bronze-tone
enameled necklet adjusts 17-20". Set includes
coordinating earrings.
J90045 Purple Blossoms Necklet & Earrings $32

NEW! BALANCE

An array of faceted gemstones
representing the chakras is arranged
in harmonious balance in these
luminous earrings. Genuine amethyst,
peridot, blue topaz, iolite, citrine,
carnelian and garnet. Sterling silver.
J10736 Chakra Balance Earrings $99

THE ART OF HANDWRITING

Inscribe and draw in your journal, send a heartfelt note, or simply doodle in a grand
manner with these elegant spiral glass pens. Grooves hold the ink and flow it to the
nib; the pen cleans quickly for a change of ink color. Set includes two handmade
glass pens and six bottles of ink in an array of colors; in a presentation box.
C18021 Glass Pen and Ink Set $45

NEW! ATTUNEMENT

Gemstones representing the colors of
the chakras are aligned on a quartz
crystal, as statement of balance and
attunement. Cabochons of amethyst,
iolite, peridot, citrine, carnelian and
garnet are set on a genuine quartz
crystal, with an 18" satin cord.
J21068 Chakra Crystal Pendant $24

GRAND IMAGININGS

Giant: 13¼" x 18"

Make no little plans. They have no magic.
—Daniel Burnham
Your thoughts and dreams, magic
spells and observations, reminiscences and plans—these deserve
no ordinary journal. The monumental
size of this volume will inspire you to a
loftier plane of contemplation, chakra
stones will keep your spirit in balance.
Wrapped in leather, adorned with an
alignment of stones in the colors of the
chakras—amethyst, lapis, turquoise, green
onyx, yellow onyx, orange onyx, and red
Large: 10" x 13"
coral. Color of natural stones will vary.
Medium: 7" x 10"
Secures with brass latches. Heavyweight
handmade linen paper. Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
C14064 Giant Chakra Journal $160 | C14084 Large Journal $110 | C14088 Medium Journal $85

NEW! SUNLIGHT &

HARMONY

A cut-glass crystal drop
invites sunlight to play and
scatter rainbows; natural
gems and stones aligned
in the signature colors
of the chakras hold the
crystal, with a pewter bead
decorated with eternal
knotwork. Rock crystal,
amethyst, sodalite, green
aventurine, citrine, tiger eye,
and carnelian. Handcrafted
in Wales by The Black
Dragon.
D90113 Chakra Crystal
Suncatcher $22
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Earrings shown
actual size

Necklet shown
2/3 size

actual size

CRESCENT DRAGON

A dragon coils around a crescent of silver.
Although she is ready to pounce, she
will keep a tight grip and stay with you.
Designed by Jessica Galbreth. Sterling
silver dragon pendant on 18" chain.
J20990 Crescent Dragon Pendant $55

actual size

CHAKRA GEMS

Natural gems and stones in the signature colors of the chakras
combine here with hematite to help keep your spirit balanced
and energized: rock crystal, amethyst, sodalite, green aventurine, citrine, tiger eye, and carnelian. Earrings have sterling
earwires. Pendant with pewter eternal knot bead on 18" chain;
stretch bracelet is 7½". Made in Wales by the Black Dragon.
J50102 Beaded Chakra Bracelet $30
J10553 Beaded Chakra Earrings $20
J20822 Beaded Chakra Pendant $20

gaelsong.com

NEW! DRAGONHEART

Love as strong and enduring as a dragon. Two dragons form a
heart around this picture frame, ready to guard the image of one
you love. 6" tall, takes a 4" x 4" photo. Easel stand and hanging
loop. Antiqued pewter finish.
D90108 Dragon Heart Picture Frame $30

1.800.205.5790

INTO THE DEPTHS

The very symbol of divination, the crystal ball is a powerful tool for scrying.
Gazing into its depths unlocks energies and visions in the unconscious mind.
Lead-free pure quartz crystal ball comes with rosewood stand (designs will
vary). In Lavender, Clear or Green. Rush delivery not available.
D91200 6 cm Crystal Ball $24 | D91210 8 cm Crystal Ball $38
D91220 10 cm Crystal Ball $78
SAVE $20! D92180 Buy one of each size for $120!
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Sunny Days, Blue Skies
NEW!

MIDSUMMER’S
DREAM

Find yourself in a magical
landscape of starry skies,
peaceful birds and quiet flowers.
Lightweight topper drapes you
in a swirl of semi-sheer chiffon
in twilight-toned watercolor.
Curved high-low hem
approx. 36" in back. Onebutton closure at neck.
Imported. Polyester; hand
wash. Sizes S-XL.
A60497 Midsummer’s
Dream Topper $75

POWER OF
THE SUN

A trinity knot in the fiery
colors of the sun—warm
copper, shining bronze,
silvery-white—speaks to
the eternal power of the
light. Gleaming bands
of bronze-edged copper
finish this dramatic
torc necklace. Approx.
18" around overall.
Imported from Ireland.
J21049 Trinity Knot
Torc $72

actual size

NIGHT SKY

Silvery leaves glow as if brushed by moonlight. Beneath
them blooms a drop of labradorite, a stone likened to
the flickering colors of the northern lights. Coordinating
pendant is a large faceted drop of labradorite. Natural gemstone;
color will vary. Both sterling silver; chain adjusts 18-20".
J10702 Silver Leaves & Labradorite Earrings $72
J21058 Faceted Labradorite Pendant $65

NEW! MAY YOUR

actual size

DAY BE BRIGHT

Golden sun, aqua sea, fluffy clouds—a
bright day lies before you, and the world is
yours to explore. Faceted aqua chalcedony
pendant centers a gold-tone chain
accented with tiny pearls. Adjusts 17-19”.
J21078 Chalcedony Pendant with Tiny 		
Pearl Beads $25

NEW! BLUE SKY

EXCLUSIVE! A glimpse of blue sky,
a world of possibilities. Bright blue
faceted chalcedony pairs with a drop of
midnight blue iolite and sterling silver
on these luminous earrings.
J10738 Product Name $42

actual size

actual size

NATURE’S SIMPLICITY

EXCLUSIVE! A single leafy stem—a reminder
of the simple beauty of nature’s forms—twines
around this ring. Tiny flower blooms at the end,
a hidden delight. Tapered comfort-fit ring of
sterling silver, sizes 5-10.
J75001 Rustic Leaf Ring $45

actual size

NEW! DANCE OF SPRING

Step easily in a field of colorful wildflowers,
dancing with spring delight. Handpainted, etched and laser-cut flowers
brighten these denim-blue leather
clogs, blooming atop toes and
on the leather-wrapped heel.
Cork sole, with rubber outsole;
strap adjusts with Velcro closure.
1¾” heel, 1” sole. European (U.S.)
sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37
(6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½),
40 (9), 41 (9½-10),
42 (10½ -11).
B70098 Wildflower 		
Clogs $100
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SUNSHINE
WHEREVER
YOU ARE

May sunshine follow wherever
you go. Large faceted citrine
gemstone shines amid
beaming rays of sterling silver.
Necklet chain adjusts 18-20".
J21061 Citrine Rays Necklet $76

NEW! IN THE

GARDENS OF YOUR
IMAGINATION

A kaleidoscopic trip though the
gardens of your imagination. A
profusion of multi-hued flowers
floats on this airy mesh top,
with double layers gliding
flowers over flowers for
amazing effect. Black knit lining
to waist. Imported. Polyester;
hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A60458 Kaleidoscopic Flowers
Top $45
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Knot

Weave

Bow

PRIMAL ELEMENTS

Leather and metal—primal elements, combined here with grace and
finesse. Silvertoned and copper wire twine around a leather cuff, forming
eternal knotwork and delicate traceries. Cuffs are approx. ⅜" high.
J50037 Leather Bracelet—Celtic Knot $30
J50038 Leather Bracelet—Celtic Weave $30
J50035 Leather Bracelet—Celtic Bow $30

1.800.205.5790

CAREFREE DAYS

A long afternoon with the simple delights of summer—picking daisies, looking for shapes in the clouds. This sweet dress captures innocent, carefree
days of summer remembered. Floral on sky blue, edged with contrasting
floral bands in white, gold and dark blue. Crocheted lace trim at neckline;
handkerchief hem for a fun touch. Ties in back for fit. 50" at its longest point.
Imported. Rayon; hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A50201 Sky Blue Hanky Hem Dress $48
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DO SOMETHING
TODAY

Hot-pink faceted crystal lights
up your look! Lead-crystal
glass accented with Swarovski
crystal bead. Gold-filled earwire.
Handmade in USA.
J10755 Pink Crystal Earrings $36

Today will never come again,
so do something special.
Be a blessing. Be a friend.
Encourage someone. Take
time to care. Let your words
heal, not wound. Be kind, be
gentle, give love.

NEW! LA VIE EN ROSE

Life among the roses—lush,
graceful days in a world of pink.
Bright flowers bloom on this
blush-colored top, woven
linen with the unexpected
touch of knit at shoulders,
sleeves and hem.
Loose-fitting. 100%
linen; machine wash.
Made in Italy. Sizes
S-XL, 1X-3X.
A60434 Linen Roses 		
Top $70

NEW! IN THE PINK

A gentle reminder to
make every day count, in
small, caring ways. Print
of iIluminated calligraphy
in the style of medieval
manuscripts, by Kevin Dillon;
embellished with the artist’s seal in wax. Double-matted in a gilded frame
with vine design, 9" x 11". Also available with a sleek black frame, or as a
matted print, unframed (see gaelsong.com). Made in USA.
D10009 “Today” Print in Gilded Frame $49
D10138 “Today” Print in Black Frame $49
D10078 “Today” Print, Matted $ 28

JUST LOOK INNOCENT

See no evil, speak no evil, hear no evil—just look cute and
nothing will go wrong. A trio of tiny hedgehogs, hoping to
stay out of trouble, hides behind a leaf. 2" high, 5" long.
D21168 See-No-Evil Hedgehogs $20

NEW! CHERRY

BLOSSOMS

The blooming of the cherry
tree invites contemplation
and celebration. Relax
among the cherry blossoms
in these pajamas, with
hummingbirds and deep
cerise blossoms against
a pale pink and white
background. Lightweight
cotton for warm-weather
comfort. Buttoned top with
piping, pants with elastic
waist and drawstring. 25"
inseam. Imported. Cotton;
machine wash. Sizes S-XL.
A90023 Cherry Blossom
Pajamas $55

SIMPLE JOYS

CARRY ON WITH KINDNESS

FLOWERS FOR YOUR HAIR

What should you carry with you? Peace,
patience, kindness and goodness are always
welcome. Proclaim your thoughtful cargo with
this shoulder bag made from re-purposed
military canvas tents and trimmed with distressed
leather. Zip closure, lined interior includes one
zip pocket. Zip pocket on back and flap pocket
on front help sort your gear. 12" high, 9" wide,
3½" deep. Strap adjusts 26-50".
B40033 Peace & Patience Shoulder Bag $55

NEW! TIME TO ENJOY THE ROSES

Wander down a village lane on a sunny day, stopping to enjoy the roses
growing on a fence. The feel of a summer day with time to rove is in
these airy espadrille sandals, with rosettes of coiled cord. Adjustable
buckle ankle strap, jute-wrapped wedge
heel and low platform, with rubber sole.
2¾" heel with 1" platform. European (U.S.)
sizes 36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38 (7½-8),
39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10).
B70093 Rosettes Espadrilles $65
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NEW!

EXCLUSIVE! The Spring Maiden,
goddess of flowers, walks the
sunlit meadows, a wreath
of blossoms in her long,
flowing hair. A cascade
of flowers and beads
recalls romantic visions
of springtime on this
lavish barrette. 3" clasp.
Handmade in USA by
Colleen Toland.
J40007 F lowers
Barrette $60

DAY & NIGHT

EXCLUSIVE! Sun-drenched flowers on a
midnight-black background take you from day into evening
in this dress. A scattering of flowers on the bodice leads to
a profusion of blossoms on the full, swirly skirt, perfect for
dancing, or sitting through a meeting. Lace trim at neckline
and hem, waist ties for custom fit. Below knee, approx. 39"
long. Imported. Rayon; hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A50248 Lace-Trimmed Black Floral Dress $49
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In country villages,
the year is marked
by festivals—a
chance to dress in homespun finery and dance and
feast. This top brings that joyful charm—striped top with
peasant neckline and gathered sleeves, embellished
with floral embroidery and jaunty tassels. Imported.
Polyester/cotton; hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A60328 Striped Peasant Blouse $72

NEW! IN THE HILLS OF IRELAND

1.800.205.5790

Like wildflowers on the hills of Ireland, purple amethyst beads
glow among beads of green Connemara marble on this bracelet,
accented with a silvery trinity knot charm. Stretch bracelet, 7"
around. Natural stone, colors will vary. Handcrafted in Ireland.
J50148 Connemara Marble & Amethyst Stretch Bracelet $24
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INITIAL IMPRESSION

SPIRIT OF
CONNEMARA

NEW!

ARTIST
COLONY

Imagine a summer
spent painting or writing
poetry. Live the dream,
at least for a day, in
this artistic top. Lavish
embroidered flowers
and folkloric trim
enhance the front
and back of this
lightweight sagecolored cotton lawn
top. Boxy shape for easy wear, side vents at hem.
Imported. Poly/cotton; hand wash.
A60334 Artist Embroidered Top $78

actual size

From the windswept peninsula of
Connemara comes marble in the
varied greens of the Irish landscape. A silver ring of Celtic knotwork encircles a cabochon of
Connemara marble in this salute
to the spirit of Eire. Sterling silver;
pendant on 18" chain. Hallmarked in Ireland.
J10559 Connemara Marble Earrings $85
J20713 Connemara Marble Pendant $110

Identify yourself as a Celtophile with these distinctive initial
pendants. Each letter is formed as it might be in an illuminated
manuscript, decorated with a flourish of knotwork. Sterling
silver, on 18" sterling chain. Please specify letter.
J20946 Celtic Initials Pendant $36

NEW! EASY AS A

SUMMER MORNING
actual size

Easy summer wear calls
for clean, simple lines and
memorable details, in just the
right balance.
Classic crisp white linen
sleeveless top is highlighted
with a lightly-pleated ruffle
at the neckline; curved hem
adds additional interest.
Linen; machine wash. Made
in Italy. Sizes S/M, L/XL.

FIDDLER FROG

Making an artistic statement far beyond
“ribbit ribbit”, this frog fills the air with
fiddle music. Happy amphibian perches
atop a mushroom for this evening’s
concert. 3½" high figurine.
D21159 Fiddle-Playing Frog $14

NEW! HOT ENOUGH

FOR YOU?

Sashay into summer in this
glorious hot-pink dress. Lightly
shaped uncomplicated top
with split cap sleeves swirls
into a playful criss-cross
ruffled hem. Imported. Cool
crinkled cotton; machine
wash. Sizes S-XL, 1X, 2X.
A50094 Hot Pink Ruffle
Dress $85

WALKING IN WONDER

A poignant and beautiful collection of
conversations with Irish mystical author John
O’Donohue. These timeless exchanges explore
themes such as imagination, landscape,
mystics, aging, and death. Walking in Wonder
is a welcome tribute to a much-loved author
widely recognized as one of the most enduring
voices on the subjects of spirituality and Celtic
mysticism. 208 pages, hardcover.
M10018 Walking in Wonder $25

Relaxed linen pants delight
with wide bands of paisley
eyelet embroidery and
scalloped hem. Front pockets,
elastic waist. Individually dyed
in silver sage; expect variation.
Linen; machine wash. Made in
Italy. Sizes S/M, L/XL.
A60319 Ruffle-Neckline Linen
Top $60
A70085 Eyelet-Ruffle Crop
Pants $82

PINK BICYCLE

EMERALD ISLE
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The greens of the Irish landscape
are echoed in the varied colors of
green tree agate. In this bracelet, verdant
beads join with silvery eternal knotwork beads, for a
statement of lasting connection to the land. Natural stone;
colors will vary. Bracelet adjusts 7½ - 9". Made in Ireland.
J50061 Irish Landscape Bracelet $24

A bicycle lets you explore the
world at your own pace—you can
cover a lot of ground, yet stop to
smell the roses. This canvas crossbody bag features a pink bicycle against a
flowered wall. Envelope-style bag comfortably carries
your necessities as you tool around town. 14" x 14".
Sturdy leather-trimmed strap adjusts to 45".
Coordinating zippered coin purse, 3½" x 4".
B40095 Bicycle Floral Canvas Bag $28
B40097 Bicycle Coin Purse $8.50

NEW! ALL THE DETAILS

How do you identify different plants? The details make the distinction.
Small details set this top apart—rounded hem, sleeves with paisley eyelet
embroidery and scalloped edges. Individually dyed in silver sage; expect
variation. Linen; machine wash. Made in Italy. Sizes S/M and L/XL.
A60309 Silver Sage Eyelet Linen Top $80
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